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ABSTRACT 

This study attempts to demonstrate the uniqueness of the work of Gilberta Mendes 

(b. 1922) in the panorama of twentieth-century Brazilian music, through an 

examination of selected piano pieces. Even though Mendes is mainly known 

through his choral works, pieces specifically meant for the piano appear throughout 

his career, allowing the tracing of his evolution as a composer as well as to detect 

common characteristics that define his style. The list of works chosen includes two 

Preludios ( 1945, 1949}, four pieces from Pequeno Album para Crian~as ( 1947-

1951), Sonatina Mozartiana (1951), two Pe~as para Piano (1957-1958}, Musica 

para Piano no I (1962}, Blirium C-9 (1965), Vento Noroeste (1982), II neige ... de 

nouveau! (1985), Um Estudo? Eisler e Webem Caminham nos Mares do Sui... 

12 

( 1989), and estudo ex-tudo eis tudo pois ( 1997). Even though the time span of these 

works allowed for a fascinating development of Mendes' style towards maturity, the 

pieces chosen for this study share many common traits such as pervasive use of 

musical quotation, free manipulation of form, and use of intensive repetition. The 

freedom and flexibility utilized by the composer when combining these elements 

make him a unique figure among Brazilian contemporary composers. 



CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

A. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE AND SCOPE OF STUDY 

This study attempts to demonstrate the uniqueness of the work of Gilberta 

Mendes (b. 1922) in the panorama of twentieth-century Brazilian music, through an 

examination of selected piano pieces. Even though Mendes is mainly known 

through his choral works. pieces specifically meant for the piano appear throughout 

his career, allowing the tracing of his evolution as a composer as well as to detect 

common characteristics that define his style. The list of works chosen includes two 

Preludios ( 1945, 1949), four pieces from Pequeno Album para Crianfas ( 1947-

1951), Sonatina Mozartiana (1951}, two Pefas para Piano (1957-1958), Musica 

para Piano no I ( 1962}, Blirium C-9 ( 1965), Vento Noroeste ( 1982), II neige ... de 

nouveau! ( 1985}, Um Estudo? Eisler e Webem Caminham nos Mares do Sui .. . 

13 

( 1989}, and estudo ex-tudo eis tudo pais ( 1997). Even though the time span of these 

works allowed for a fascinating development of Mendes' style towards maturity, the 

pieces chosen for this study share many common traits such as pervasive use of 

musical quotation, free manipulation of form, and use of intensive repetition. The 

freedom and flexibility utilized by the composer when combining these elements 

make him a unique figure among Brazilian contemporary composers. 

Although Gilberto Mendes is regarded as one of the leading Brazilian 

composers of this century, there is a very limited literature dealing with his work, 
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and, in the genre of piano pieces, in-depth studies are nonexistent. 1 An examination 

of the development and main characteristics of his music will help scholars, 

performers and the general public to better understand his ideas and stature among 

contemporary composers. 

Even though he did not begin to study music until the age of eighteen and, in 

addition, had to work in a bank until his retirement in 1977, Gilberto Mendes has 

achieved wide recognition in the international musical community. Professor, 

lecturer, and contributor to many newspapers and magazines, Mendes was the 

founder of the Festival Musica Nova de Santos (New Music Festival of Santos). the 

oldest concert series of contemporary music in Latin America. He is the Brazilian 

pioneer in the fields of chance, concrete, and microtonal music, mixed media, and 

musical action. Gilberta Mendes has served as Visiting Professor and University 

Artist in the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee (1978-1979) and as the Tinker 

Visiting Professor and Composer in Residence in the University of Texas at Austin 

( 1983). Entries on Mendes and his music can be found in many major music 

dictionaries such as New Grove, Riemann, Sohlamns, and Harvard, among others. In 

1994, the Universidade de Sao Paulo granted him a Ph.D. in Music, and, since then, 

he has retired, remaining on the faculty as Honors Professor for Graduate Courses. 

Compositions by Gilberto Mendes have been performed at main musical 

events in Brazil and abroad, such as the Festival de America y Espana (Spain), the 

Autumn of Warsaw (Poland), the Festival International des Musiques 

Experimentales de Bourges (France), the Darmstadt Festival (Germany), the Nutida 

1The only previous study dealing with Mendes' piano music is the thesis "'0 
Antropofagismo' na Obra Pianistica de Gilberta Mendes" by Antonio Eduardo Santos (M. 
M.A. thesis, Universidade Estadual "Julio de Mesquita Filho," 1995). This, however is a 
typical master's document, consisting on a general survey of the composer's pianistic output, 
without attempting to draw any deeper conclusions. 
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Musik (Sweden), the International Festival of Patras (Greece), the Inter-American 

Music Festival (Washington, D.C.), the New World Festival of Arts (Miami), and the 

Sonidos de America (Carnegie Hall, New York). 

B. METHODOLOGY 

l. Historical background 

The existence of an excellent literature concerning Brazilian music, both in 

Portuguese and English, does not eliminate the need to include a brief historical 

background in this study. The main argument of this work being the uniqueness of 

Mendes' output in Brazilian music, it was deemed necessary to delineate (at least 

roughly) the panorama in which his works were written. For this reason, there is a 

general emphasis in this study on presenting the broader political- cultural context in 

which Mendes began to write his first pieces, instead of discussing the careers and 

works of his contemporaries - although some major figures, such as Mario de 

Andrade and Heitor Villa-Lobos, are individually examined. 

2. Selection of works 

The selection of pieces is based on chronological order, in which the most 

representative works of the composer's different periods were chosen. Even though 

some important pieces were discarded, the compositions selected for this study allow 

for a clear comprehension of the evolution of Mendes' musical language. 

Approximately, three creative periods can be assigned to the selected pieces. In the 

formative years of Preltldios, Pequeno Album para Crianfas, Pefas para Piano, and 

Sonatina Mozartiana (1945-1952), a pronounced influence of the Classical and 

Romantic past can be felt, and, occasionally, some use of Brazilian folk music 



occurs. In these pieces. many of Mendes' preferred compositional devices, such as 

musical quotation and repetition, can already be found. 

The last numbers of Per;as para Piano (1951-1959) represent a transitional 

phase, in which tonality is gradually abandoned in favor of a more contemporary 

harmonic idiom. Mtlsica para Piano n° I ( 1962), a serialistic piece combined with 

aleatory procedures - used for the first time by the composer - represents the 

second period of Mendes' pianistic output. 

16 

Between Musica para Piano n° I and Vento Noroeste ( 1982) there is a gap of 

twenty years. During the sixties and seventies Mendes was occupied mainly with 

choral and experimental works, and many of them would become international 

successes. Blirium C-9 ( 1965) is the only piece from this period in which the piano 

is featured in an important role, also, it is the most important aleatory work by the 

composer. For these reasons, even though Blirium C-9 is actually written for 

keyboard ensemble, a brief examination of its procedures- especially the pervasive 

use of musical quotation- it is included in this study. 

During the eighties Mendes gradually abandoned experimentalism. returning 

to instrumental music. In this third period, the contact made between the composer 

and some outstanding Brazilian pianists resulted in his return to the piano as a 

creative medium. From this period are the Concerto para Piano e Orquestra ( 1981) 

and Vento Noroeste, both works dedicated to renowned pianist Caio Pagano. The 

latter piece is most likely Mendes' masterwork in the genre. Vento Noroeste features 

a radical exploration of techniques present since the Preludios, such as quotation

which utilize musical materials from Romanticism to Serialism. passing through 

popular music- and a prevalent use of repetition. 

Finally, a study of the composer's latest works (1985-1997) will attempt to 
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point out some of his new resthetic developments. Most of these pieces - such as Il 

neige ... de nouveau!, Um Estudo? Eisler e Webem Caminham nos Mares do Sui..., 

and estudo ex tudo eis tudo pois- were composed for Brazilian pianist Jose 

Eduardo Martins. In them, the repetitive quality typical of Mendes' compositions is 

worked in a more radical way. From this period is the choral work Lenda do 

Caboclo. A Outra (1987), the first minimalist piece composed for voices in Brazil, a 

technique that is also present in many of the coeval piano pieces. 

A certain autobiographical quality is a new feature that can be found in many 

of Mendes' latest compositions. In works such as Um Estudo? Eisler e Webem 

Caminham nos Mares do Sui... the composer pays a tribute to the heroes of his 

personal mythology- which include artists of German Expressionism and 

Hollywood movie stars and composers -through quotations of film scores 

combined with serialistic procedures. His most recent piano piece, estudo ex tudo eis 

tudo pois is a vehement homage to a deceased personal friend and fellow musician, 

Portuguese composer Jorge Peixinho, a work that, although sharing many typical 

features of Mendes' oeuvre, points to some new developments in the music of this 

unique Brazilian composer. 



CHAPTER TWO 

OVERVIEW OF BRAZILIAN MUSIC IN THE FIRST HALF OF THE 

TWENTIETH CENTURY 

A. THE NATIONALISTIC SCHOOL 

l. Forerunners 

18 

In Brazil. music was the last art to embark upon a search for a national 

identity.2 Although a parallel can be found in nineteenth-century Europe. some local 

factors were also responsible for that delay. Visual artists had achieved 

independence from the Church (as tutor and sponsor). early in the century. with the 

advent of a French Artistic Mission - sponsored by the Portuguese crown. then 

residing in Brazil to escape the Napoleonic invasion- in 1816. Two of the 

mission's most important contributions were the establishment of an Academia de 

Bellas-Artes. where formal training was offered, and the incentive that it gave to 

local artists to paint the local landscape. According to Alexandre Eul:ilio, 

A curiosidade eo estfmulo que tal atividade teni despertado nos 
diletantes locais nao deve ser minimizada; ate o infcio do Seculo XIX ainda 
constituia excec;ao entre n6s o registro paisagfstico .... 

A novidade trazida pela gente de fora- desenhar o entomo imediato 
do sujeito e nao apenas estampas e desenhos ja codificados- nao podia 
passar desapercebida aqui.3 

20bviously, in literature, because of the more immediate connection that the genre has 
with local reality. Brazilian subjects were dominant since the first writings of the sixteenth 
century. However, that connection did not constitute a nationalistic approach in itself: a 
systematic search for national identity would start in literature only in the nineteenth century. 
with the advent of Romanticism. 

3'The curiosity and incentive that such activity produced in provincial painters should not 
be minimized; until the beginning of the nineteenth century. the painting of landscapes was 



With independence in 1822, the nationalistic tendency in the fine arts would 

be further favored by the newly established government, as a mean of constructing 

the young country's identity. Thus, by the reign of Dom Pedro II ( 1840-1889), 
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Brazil's second emperor, a native tradition was already firmly established in painting 

and sculpture, culminating in the appearance of the country's first important 

nationalistic artists, such as the painters Vi tor Meireles de Lima ( 1832-1903) and 

Pedro America (1843-1905). 

ln music, however, the situation was quite different. With the return of the 

Portuguese court to Europe in 1821, musical creation in Brazil stagnated; the 

composers of the period limited themselves to the writing of low-quality sacred 

music and to imitating Italian opera. Furthermore, this genre was the only one to be 

followed closely by Brazilian audiences. Thus, while the public was aware of the 

latest developments in opera, symphonic works of European masters were premiered 

very late: the first complete symphony by Ludwig van Beethoven (1770-1827) to be 

heard in the country was the Pastoral (1808) in 1848:' [n addition, musical learning 

did not receive the same attention from the government as did the visual arts: only in 

1841 was a Conservat6rio de Musica created and incorporated into the Academia de 

Bellas-Artes; moreover, the search for teaching faculty took place much later, in 

1855.5 

Attempts to counteract the dominance of Italian opera such as the creation of 

an exception among us. . . . The novelty brought from abroad- to draw from the 
immediate environment and not only from prints -could not pass unnoticed." Alexandre 
Eulalia, "0 Seculo XIX," in Tradi~iio e Ruptura: Sfntese de Arte e Cultura Brasileiras, ed. 
Joao Marino (Sao Paulo: Fundat;ao Bienal de Sao Paulo, 1984), 117-8. (All translations in 
this study are by the author.) 

"Vasco Mariz, Hist6ria da Musica no Brasil, 4th. rev. ed. (Rio de Janeiro: Civilizat;iio 
Brasileira, 1994), 71-2. 

5Ibid., 70. 



an Imperial Academia de Musica e Opera- founded in 1857 by the Spanish 

nobleman Jose Zapata y Amat (active in Rio de Janeiro 1848-1865), who aimed to 
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create an operatic genre sung in the local vernacular- achieved immediate success 

and even government support, but were short lived and financially disastrous.6 

Those attempts however, foreshadowed the convalescence of Brazilian musical life 

in the next decade. By that time, the emperor would become interested in the 

improvement of the training opportunities for young musicians, granting them 

scholarships to study abroad. This foreign experience would be fundamental in the 

expansion of the musical horizons of B!'azilian composers, constituting one of the 

main catalystic factors leading to the first essays in musical nationalism. 

Undoubtedly, the most prominent Brazilian musician of that period was the 

opera composer Antonio Carlos Gomes (1836-1896). Gomes achieved his first 

success while a student at Rio de Janeiro's conservatory, with an opera, Joana de 

Flandres (1863), that premiered in Portuguese, at the Imperial Academia. This early 

accomplishment prompted the emperor to grant him a scholarship, which enabled the 

young composer to finish his musical studies in Italy.7 Even though Gomes would 

ground his career in Milan, where, for a while, his music dominated the stage at 

Teatro alia Scala, two of his most important operas were based on Brazilian subjects. 

The earliest of these works, Il Guarany ( 1870), also represented the first 

international success of an American composer: the opera- which deals with 

clashing interests of Brazilian Indians, Portuguese pioneers, and Spanish 

adventurers- was staged all over Europe, bringing Gomes' name to places as far 

~or a detailed history of the Academia and the many problems it experienced until its 
bankruptcy in 1863, see Luiz Heitor [Correa de Azevedo], "A Imperial Academia de Musica 
e Opera eo Canto em Vemaculo," in Mtisica e Musicos do Brasil (Rio de Janeiro: Livraria
Editora da Casado Estudante do Brasil, 1950), 56-66. 

7Jose Penalva, Carlos Gomes: 0 Compositor (Campinas, S. P.: Papirus, 1986), 20. 
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away as Moscow (where it premiered in 1879).8 Although there are no musical 

autochthonous elements (the opera is even sung in Italian), and the choice of subject 

was well suited to the European taste of the period for exoticism, the work has no 

peer in nineteenth-century Brazilian music; its Overture was readily adopted by the 

people as a second national anthem, becoming the first composition to constitute a 

symbol of identity for the young nation. 

In his other opera on a Brazilian subject, Lo Schiavo ( 1889), Gomes inserted 

himself into the contemporary debate concerning slavery. The work is based on an 

abolitionist libretto by Gomes' friend. the Viscount Alfredo Taunay (1843-1899).9 

Although Gomes never abandoned his Italianate style even in his "Brazilian" operas, 

his engagement with the country's reality was greatly appreciated by his main 

sponsor, Emperor Dorn Pedro II, and would constitute an example to be followed by 

the next generation of Brazilian composers. As Jose Maria Neves remarked, 

Ainda que mantendo-se na linha caracterfstica da maioria dos 
compositores latino-americanos da segunda metade do seculo XIX, isto e, 
aceitando incondicionalmente as normas do operismo italiano ... , Carlos 
Gomes e certamente o primeiro compositor brasileiro a buscar de modo 
consciente uma liga\=ao mais profunda corn a problematica do seu pafs. 10 

Typically, the next steps towards musical nationalism would be taken by 

other Brazilian composers sojourning in Europe. In 1869, Brasflio Itibere da Cunha 

( 1846-1913), a diplomat and amateur musician, wrote a piano piece entitled A 

8Ibid., 29. 
9Unfortunately, the composer would be forced by his Italian impresario to change most of 

the original plot, which had as main characters eighteenth-century black slaves: they were 
turned into seventeenth-century Indians, and a love triangle among the protagonists became 
the main focus of the opera. Jose Maria Neves, Mtlsica Contemporiinea Brasileira, (Sao 
Paulo: Ricordi Brasileira: 1981), 17. 

10 
•• Although being similar to many other Latin-American composers of the second half of 

the nineteenth century in that he never challenges the conventions of the Italian 
opera ... , Carlos Gomes is certainly the first Brazilian composer to search for a deeper 
connection between his works and the major problematic issues of his country." Ibid. 



Senaneja ( 1869), which was the first piece composed by a Brazilian to include 

elements of popular music, 11 quoting a folk tune, Balaio, meu hem, balaio, much in 

vogue at the time. The incorporation of indigenous elements through quotation of 

well-known popular tunes would become a common characteristic of the first 

nationalistic works,12 such as the Suite Bresilienne composed in 1890 by Alexandre 

Levy (1864-1892). In the Suite- the first of many to be written in Brazil- the 

composer quotes a popular tune, Vem ca, Bitu, in the first movement (Preludio ); in 

the last number (Samba). there are two quotations of popular themes, Balaio, meu 

hem, balaio and Se eu te amei. 

Levy's pieces, however, represent a further achievement of musical 
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nationalism; according to Gerard Behague, in a movement such as Samba. the 

composer took .. the first decisive step toward musical nationalism in Brazil."13 His 

works were the first in which popular idioms were taken into consideration. not only 

as providers of exotic thematic materials. but influenced directly the overall structure 

of the works. Thus, in Samba the composer develops the quoted themes according to 

many procedures common to popular works such as the modal harmonic language 

and the pervasive use of syncopation!.~ 

The last precursor of musical nationalism was Alberto Nepomuceno ( 1864-

1920). The first professional composer to live most of his adult life during Brazil's 

Republican period (which started in 1889). Nepomuceno was also the earliest 

11Notwithstanding the fact that Carlos Gomes had written, in 1857, a ''dance of blacks" 
for piano, A Cayumba, which remained ignored by most Brazilian composers until recently. 
Mariz, Hist6ria da Musica no Brasil, 116. 

1 ~he term "works" instead of"composers" is used here purposely, since many of these 
precursors did not have a clearly defined nationalistic ideology. 

13Gerard Behague, The Beginnings of Musical Nationalism in Brazil, Detroit Monographs 
in Musicology, no. l (Detroit: Information Coordinators. 1971}, 23. 

1o~For a complete analysis of this movement, see Behague, Musical Nationalism, 23-7. 



musician to adopt an ideologically clear nationalistic .esthetic. Considered the 

••founder of Brazilian Music,''15 he was also a pioneer among local composers in 

developing a systematic research on rural folklore. 
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Even though Nepomuceno 's frrst attempts to incorporate native musical 

elements took place during his long stay in Europe ( 1888-1895), 16 upon his return to 

Brazil, the composer would dramatically enlarge his body of nationalistic works, 

especially through the many art songs - cam;oes - that he wrote. The first 

Brazilian composer to produce a substantial amount of songs in Portuguese, 

Nepomuceno promoted a campaign, as director of the Conservat6rio Nacional 

( 191 0-1916) that led to the implementation in the program of that institution - and 

subsequently in all Brazilian schools of music- of the study of can~oes, 17 a 

fundamental step towards the creation of the large corpus of twentieth-century 

Brazilian art songs. His famous motto: ""Nao tern patria o povo que nao canta na sua 

lingua,"18 is a clear indication of how conscious he was of the ideological aspects of 

his musical <esthetics. 

Although Nepomuceno continued to compose "'European" pieces throughout 

his career, the artistic qualities of his music, combined with the governmental 

support that he received as the director of the Conservat6rio, were instrumental in 

introducing native elements into Brazilian art music. However, during that period, 

many musicians remained faithful to their European training. Composers such as 

15Bruno Kiefer, Historia da Mzisica Brasi/eira: Dos Primordios ao Inicio do Seculo XX, 
Serle Luis Cosme, vol. 9 (Porto Alegre: Editora Movimento and Instituto Estadual do Livro, 
and Brasilia: Instituto Nacional do Livro, 1976), 114. 

16Inspired probably by the nationalistic pieces of a close friend, the Norwegian composer 
Edvard Grieg (1843-1907). Ibid., 112. 

17
Mariz, Historia da Mzisica no Brasil, 123. 

18'"A people which does not sing in its own language is a people without a homeland." 
Kiefer, Historia da Mzlsica Brasileira, 113. 
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Leopolda Miguez (1850-1902), Glauco Velasquez (l884-l914), and Henrique 

Oswald ( 1852-1931) did not incorporate popular idioms in their music, although the 

last two composed canfoes. While the remarks made by authors such as Behague -

who feels that Nepomuceno's epithet of "founder of Brazilian music" exaggerates 

his contribution 19
- seem too severe, the fact is that the musical training received in 

the mold of European Romanticism did not allow Brazilian composers to go any 

further than Nepomuceno did. They definitely needed to wait for the advent of 

Modernism, and, consequently, the loosening of the bounds imposed by the tonal 

system (with all its resthetic and ideological implications) in order to be able to 

compose a more "authentic" national music. 

2. The Semana de Arte Modema of 1922 

Literary Romanticism had provided the basis for the first attempts towards 

the incorporation of a native musical idiom in nineteenth-century BraziL As already 

noted, most composers experimented with the use of folk elements for the first time 

when they were abroad, following a trend that dates back to the works of Romantic 

poets such as Gon~alves Dias (1823-1864). Indeed, Saudosismo20 was a typical 

feature of his poems, the most famous written in that mood being Canfilo do Exilio 

( 1843). Thus, during the time of Romanticism, Brazilian artists had as a common 

peculiarity the need to be abroad in order to feel their own national identity. As Jose 

Miguel Wisnik remarked, 

[A] mitologia romantica ... fez do sentimento do exflio, dos estados 

19Behague, The Beginnings of Musical Nationalism, 41. 
2o.-rne expression comes from the Portuguese word ''saudade," which, although 

considered a unique expression without possible translation, has a similar meaning to 
longing, homesickness, or nostalgia. 



melanc6licos e nosta.Igicos da alma o tra~o da expressao brasileira por 
excelencia. Realmente, como aponta Antonio Candido, o empenho da 
literatura romantica em fundar no Brasil uma cultura especificamente 
nacional fez com que os motivos do subjetivismo lfrico, de natureza 
marcadamente individualista, fossem revestidos de urn alcance social: a 
nostalgia foi elevada a categoria de urn elemento coletivo porque 
representaria a na~ao. 21 

Brazilian Modernism represented a different approach to nationalism: for 

some artists, the incorporation of national elements represented a way of personal 
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engagement in the social problems of the country; for others, folklore represented 

both an inspiration and an alternative to European art, which they felt had achieved 

its final development. Consequently, many of the most important Modernist writers, 

painters, and musicians went on trips of "rediscovery" of the vast Brazilian territory, 

looking for ••authentic" inspirational material. They would combine these folk 

elements with avant-garde techniques, which came, paradoxically, most of the time 

from Europe. 

Modem <esthetics arrived in Brazil from many fronts, including the visit of 

important European intellectuals and artists such as the painter Lasar Segal ( 1891-

1957) in 1913, the composer Darius Milhaud (1892-1974) in 1917, and the writer 

Blaise Cendrans (1887-1961) in 1924, among many others. Another important 

avenue of infiltration was opened in the contact that some affluent young artists 

made in Europe and the United States with artists such as Femand Leger (1881-

21"Romantic mythology ... turned the feelings related to exile, melancholy, and nostalgic 
states of mind, into the characteristically Brazilian expression par excellence. Indeed, as 
Antonio Candido remarked, the efforts of Romantic literature in founding in Brazil a 
national culture, revested lyric subjective topics -so clearly individualist in character
with a social meaning. Thus, nostalgia was elevated to the status of a collective emotion. 
since it represented the nation." Jose Maria Wisnik, 0 Coro dos Contrarios: A Mtlsica em 
tomo da Semana de 22 (Sao Paulo: Livraria Duas Cidades and Secretaria da Cultura, 
Ciencia e Tecnologia, 1977), 24. 
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1955), Marcel Duchamp (1887-1968), Juan Gris (1887-1927), and Maxim Gorki 

(1868-1936). Finally, European and Brazilian art magazines of the period provided 

a good source of information for those who could not afford or did not want to travel 

abroad. 

Thus, from immediate pre-war years, books of poetry such as fuca Mulato 

(1917) by Menotti del Picchia (1892-1988), Poemas e Sonetos (1919) by Ronald de 

Carvalho ( 1893-1935), and Camaval ( 1919) by Manuel Bandeira ( 1886-1968), 

were written incorporating Modem techniques. Also, in that period, many 

exhibitions and concerts featured Modern works. Some of those events were 

responsible for polemics in the press, the most notorious being the 1917 exhibition 

by painter Anita Malfatti ( 1896-1964) that prompted the illustrious writer Monteiro 

Lobato ( 1882-1948) to publish an outrageous critique in the newspaper 0 Est ado de 

Siio Paulo. 22 Among those episodes, the most significant was, undoubtedly, the 

Semana de Arte Modema (Week of Modem Art), held in the Teatro Municipal de 

Sao Paulo from 11 to 17 February 1922. 

The Semana earned historic prominence for many reasons: it was the 

culmination of the efforts of a whole generation of writers, painters, sculptors, and 

musicians that had been attempting to incorporate trends of the European Modernism 

(and its many ''isms") since the previous decade;23 its .. festivals" attracted ample 

22He would later publish this article in a book entitled ldeias de Jeca Tatu (Ideas of Jeca 
Tatu), under the title "Paranoia ou rnistifica~ao" (Paranoia or mystification). Walter Zanini, 
''Arte contemporanea," in Hist6ria Geral da Arte no Brasil, ed. Walter Zanini, vol. 2 (Sao 
Paulo: Instituto Walther Moreira Salles, 1983), 518. 

23This inter-relationship of the arts is what made the 1922 festival so unique. Indeed, if 
up to that point, events such as the French Artistic Mission, the premiere of ll Guarany, or 
the implementation of the can~oes in the program of Rio de Janeiro's conservatory, 
constituted important milestones, they did not have an immediate impact outside their 
specific artistic domains. 
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media coverage, resulting in passionate debates in the most representative 

newspapers of Sao Paulo and Rio de Janeiro, which made the public fully aware of 

the new resthetic directions being taken by Brazilian art; and fmally, the fact that the 

Semana de Arte Modema was staged in the year of the centenary of Brazil's 

independence, bestowed the event with symbolic importance (the audacious qualities 

of the many works displayed represented to many a close parallel with the 

characteristics of the country itself). 24 Another important consequence of the 

Semana was that, for the first time, the city of Sao Paulo challenged the cultural 

hegemony ofRio de Janeiro, then the republican capital and seat of the official 

conservatory, art school and museum. 

Although the many paintings, music, and lectures presented in the festival 

were stylistically heterogeneous, they held as a common characteristic the urge felt 

by their creators to assimilate the "soul" of Brazil. Furthermore, some works 

featured in the event anticipated the two main issues, Nationalism and Socialism, 

that would shape Brazilian art during the first half of the twentieth century.25 

The musical events of the Semana featured pieces by French composers such 

as Claude Debussy (1862-1918), Eric Satie (1866-1925), and Francis Poulenc 

(1899-1963), as well as many works by Heitor Villa-Lobos (1887-1959), who was 

the only Brazilian composer to have works presented. Although, as Jose Miguel 

Wisnik remarked, the pieces by Villa-Lobos performed in the festival did not 

represent his most avant-garde output,26 the repercussions that they prompted-

24Indeed, in Brazil, the year of 1922 was saturated with crucial political events such as the 
founding of the Communist Party and the insurrection of the army in the capital. 

25For a complete discussion on the ideological issues that characterized the visual arts 
during and after the event, see Aracy A. Amaral, Artes Plcisticas na "Semana de 22, "rev. 
ed. &Sao Paulo: Bo1sa de Va1ores de Sao Paulo and Bo1sa de Mercadorias & Futuros, 1992.) 

2 Wisnik, 0 Coro dos Contrcirios, 163. 



especially through the debates between the writer Menotti del Picchia in Sao Paulo 

and the music critic Oscar Guanabarino ( 1851-1937) in Rio de Janeiro -
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transformed the composer into an emblem of modernity in Brazilian music. 

Notwithstanding the fact that most of Villa-Lobos' pieces presented in the event did 

not have a marked nationalistic character- even the Dan~as Africanas (African 

Dances, 1914) would become also known as Dan~as lnd{genas (Indian Dances)-

the aura of national identity attached to those works by his defenders is remarkable. 

Thus, in a text published in 17 February. Ronald de Carvalho declared: ''A musica de 

Villa-Lobos e uma das mais perfeitas expressoes da nossa cultura. Palpita nela a 

chama da nossa rat;a .... " 27 Likewise. in the following years. even the most 

conservative intellectuals perceived this association. Thus. in a 1925 critique on the 

composer's music, the traditionalist writer Coelho Neto ( 1864-1934) emphasized the 

primitive character present in Villa-Lobos' works and its parallel with nature. In 

commenting that critique, Wisnik remarked: 

A dissonancia entre urn crftico conservador e urn musico modernista, 
resolvida a certo momenta em acorde, parece indicar que a obra do 
compositor respondia nao s6 a intuitos renovadores, mas a tendencias mais 
profundas da cultura. . . . [A] musica de Villa-Lobos em 1925 ja nao poderia 
ser considerada como uma imagem (euf6rica?) do Brasil oferecida a 
admirat;ao da Europa?28 

27"Villa-Lobos' music is one of the most complete expressions of our culture. In it, 
radiates the flame of our race .... " Ibid., 169, citing Ronald de Carvalho, ''A musica de 
Villa-Lobos," 0 Estado de Siio Paulo (17 February 1922). 

28"The dissonance between a conservative critic and a modern composer, resolved at a 
certain point in a consonant chord, seems to suggest that the work of the composer did not 
only answer to a personal urge for renewal, but also to deeper expectations from his cultural 
environment .... Could not the music of Villa-Lobos in 1925 be already considered an 
(euphoric?) image of Brazil, offered for the admiration of Europe?" Wisnik, 0 Coro dos 
Contrcirios, 38-9. 
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3. Heitor Villa-Lobos 

The vast output left by Heitor Villa-Lobos has been described by many as a 

musical equivalent to the impetuous force of the Amazon River. If on the one hand 

this already commonplace comparison holds true, on the other hand it is 

symptomatic of the symbolic meaning that the Brazilian composer acquired. Indeed, 

Villa-Lobos has remained the most representative composer of the continent up to 

this date. Commenting on the composer's influence in Latin-American musical 

circles, Gerard Behague remarked, 

The personality traits ... in addition to the variegated character of his music, 
now exuberant, vigorous, and lush, now manifestly sentimental and 
unassuming, provided the basis for many Latin American musicians' and 
listeners' own identification. This identity certainly represented one of the 
most fundamental aspects of Villa-Lobos's contribution to the musical 
culture of the continent.29 

The composer was not a folklorist or ethnomusicologist, and his affirmation 

regarding folklore- "0 folclore sou eu"30
- is indicative of his pragmatic approach 

to the matter. Nevertheless, he traveled around Brazil between 1905 and 1913, 

absorbing the folk music that he heard in different regions. Furthermore, since his 

youth, Villa-Lobos participated in musical serenades with Rio de Janeiro's popular 

musicians, the choroes.31 Thus, he was one of the first Brazilian composers to 

experience folk and popular music first hand, prior to his departure to Europe. This 

attitude is symptomatic of his modernity; no trace of saudosismo is to be found in his 

approach. 

The implementation of the modem compositional techniques that had started 

29Gerard Behague, Heitor Villa-Lobos: The Search for Brazil's Musical Soul (Austin: 
Institute of Latin American Studies, University of Texas at Austin, 1994), 3l. 

30''1 am the folklore." Cited in Anna Stella Schic, Villa-Lobos: 0 indio Branco, transl. 
author, Serle Diversos, ed. Jayme Salomao (Rio de Janeiro: Imago Editora, 1989), 146. 

31Behague, Villa-Lobos, 4-5. 



to appear in Europe in the post-Wagnerian years was fundamental to the 

development of Villa-Lobos output. As already remarked, the Romantic tradition 

did not ••allow" Brazilian composers to go much further in their incorporation of 

30 

native idioms. Villa-Lobos did not hesitate to seize the most varied tendencies, such 

as the Impressionism of Claude Debussy and Maurice Ravel (1875-1937), the 

primitivism oflgor Stravinsky (1882-1971), etcetera, blending them into his own 

personal style. The eclecticism of this approach has prompted much criticism, even 

nowadays. For some, Villa-Lobos represents an ••incomplete" modem composer, 

and his Bachianas Brasileiras of the 1940s are a stylistic regression from the more 

advanced Choros of earlier years. However, Mcirio de Andrade, reached a more 

truthful assertion in an article written in 1923. According to Wisnik, in Lhat article 

Andrade characterized the composer as follows: 

1. Irredutfvel a sistemas e escolas precisos, umfauve ·•nao pode ser 
filiado a nenhuma escola determinada". . . . A vesso, portanto a princfpios 
sistematicos de compor, Villa-Lobos tenderia a utilizar-se de diversos 
materiais e tecnicas con forme as necessidades de ··sua expressao" .... 

2. ..Dos modernistas s6 aceita, como verdade adquirida, o direito de 
vida independente da dissonancia .... " 

3. Villa-Lobos, utilizando uma variada gama de recursos timbristicos, 
.. e urn feiticeiro incansavel de efeitos instrumentais", efeitos cuja motiva~ao 
nao seria, no entanto, ··a preocupa~ao de excentricidade ou exotismo" .... 32 

As already noted, this independent approach to composition was reflected in 

Villa-Lobos own version of musical nationalism. Thus, if on the one hand he quoted 

32.·1. Impossible to classify in specific systems or stylistic schools, afauve ·who was not 
affiliated to any extant style .... ' Thus, he was opposed to systematic principles of 
composition and would utilize varied materials and techniques according to his ·expressive' 
needs. . . . 2. ·From the modernists he only accepts, as a matter of fact, the right of the 
dissonance to have an independent existence.' ... 3. Villa-Lobos, utilizing a variegated 
palette of timbral resources, •is a restless sorcerer of instrumental effects,· which were not 
motivated, however, by an ·aspiration to eccentricity or exoticism.' ... " Wisnik, 0 Coro dos 
Contnirios, 144-5. 
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in some of his pieces directly from folk tunes (such as the collection of Cirandas, 

1929), on the other hand he would create folk-like melodies and rhythms for the 

majority of his works. Furthermore, as Gerard Behague stated, "'One should not, 

however, hold as absolute truth the frequently stated opinion that the overall creative 

output of Villa-Lobos is a comprehensive synthesis of the plurality of Brazilian oral 

music traditions."33 This organic rather than methodical relationship with musical 

folklore explained the increasingly skeptical attitude ofMario de Andrade towards 

the composer's nationalism. 

A remark written by 1928, in which he commented on Villa-Lobos' first 

successes in Europe, illustrates clearly the writer's ambivalent feelings: 

Mas no caso de Vila-Lobos [sic] por exemplo e facil enxergar o 
coeficiente guassu com que o exotismo concorreu pro succeso atual do 
artista. . . . Ninguem nao imagine que estou diminuindo o valor de 
Vila-Lobos nao. Pelo contrario: quero aumenta-lo. Mesmo antes da pseudo 
milsica indigena de agora Vila-Lobos era urn grande compositor. A grandeza 
dele, ... passava despercebida. Mas bastou que fizesse uma obra 
extravagando bern do continuado pra conseguir o aplauso. 

Ora por causa do sucesso ... mais individual que nacional de 
Vila-Lobos, s6 e brasileira a obra que seguir o passo [dele]? 0 valor 
normative de sucessos assirn e quasi nulo.34 

By that time, Andrade's systematic (and dogmatic) approach to musical 

nationalism was already incompatible with Villa-Lobos' unconstrained nature. 

33Gerard Behague, Heitor Villa-Lobos, 154. 
34'"In the case of Villa-Lobos, for instance, it is easy to identify the great role that 

exoticism played in bringing him the success he experiences nowadays .... However, 
nobody should imagine that I am trying to diminish his accomplishment. On the contrary, I 
want to magnify it. Even before he composed this pseudo-Indian music of nowadays, Villa
Lobos was a great composer. His greatness, ... was ignored but for a few. However, it was 
enough for him to write something extravagant to obtain applause. Now, just because of 
Villa-Lobos' success ... more individual than national, should one assume that the only 
valid Brazilian work is the one that follows [his] steps? The value of this kind of success is 
almost a cipher." Mario de Andrade, Ensaio sabre a Mzlsica Brasileira, Obras Completas de 
Mario de Andrade, ed. Oneyda Alvarenga, vol. 6 (Sao Paulo: Livraria Martins Editora, 
1962), 14. 
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4. Mario de Andrade and his followers 

Poet, novelist, folklorist and essayist on the most diverse subjects, Mario de 

Andrade ( 1893-1945) was the most influential intellectual in the first half of this 

century in BraziL Besides the many books that he published. he was a prolific 

correspondent and an active music critic. Nicknamed the ''pope of modernism," 

Andrade was an important participant in the Semana de Arte Modema, and, in that 

same year ( 1922), he assumed a position as professor of Music History in the 

Conservat6rio Musical de Sao Paulo. In 1934, he founded and directed Sao Paulo's 

Department of Culture, and, in 1938, he was named director of the Institute de Artes, 

of Rio de Janeiro's Universidade Federal.35 

Although Andrade never achieved the international recognition of 

Villa-Lobos, his writings on nationalistic musical resthetics - combined with the 

important public posts which he held -enabled him to become the most influential 

nationalistic exponent in Brazil during the first half of the century. Among the eight 

books dealing with music written by Andrade, Ensaio sobre a Musica Brasileira 

(Essay on Brazilian Music, 1928) is certainly the most important volume concerning 

musical nationalism. The book is basically a guide to the general aspects of 

Brazilian folk music, dealing with issues of melody, rhythm, instrumentation, et 

cetera. The work contains many musical examples that would serve as inspiration 

for many nationalistic composers of that time. However, it was in the introduction, 

which consists of a short essay of sixty-three pages, where Mcirio de Andrade laid 

out his nationalistic doctrine. There, he attempted to answer the main question that 

preoccupied Brazilian composers at that time: "what constitutes Brazilian music?" 

35Massaud Moises, Hist6ria da Literatura Brasileira, val. 5, Modemismo (Sao Paulo: 
Editora Cultrix and Editora da Universidade de Sao Paulo, 1989), 65. 
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Andrade's answer to that question reveals the strong socio-historical orientation of 

his musical <esthetics. Although he considers as legitimate Brazilian the music made 

up to the beginning of the century by any composer "brasileiro ou individuo 

nacionalisado,"36 he emphasizes the fact that at that historical moment, the 

incorporation of elements of Brazil's rich musical folklore into art music constituted 

a social duty. According to the author, "0 criterio atual de Musica Brasileira deve 

ser nao filos6fico mas social."37 In commenting on Andrade's Ensaio, Jose Maria 

das Neves remarked, 

Neste ponto Mario de Andrade e firme: e necessaria o sacriffcio da 
expressividade pura ... , pois ela manifestajustamente o individualismo 
condenado pelo te6rico ... . 

Neste artigo, no qual Mario de Andrade avan~a uma vez mais certas 
atitudes futuras do realismo-socialista, este te6rico classifica tal princfpio 
como ''injusti~ajusta", o que deixa claro que ele nao julga os autores citados 
pelo valor absolute de suas obras, mas simplesmente por sua fun~ao social. 38 

This emphasis on collectivism and rejection of individualism would attract 

many Brazilian musicians, since the majority of them followed a Socialist political 

orientation. Consequently, notwithstanding Villa-Lobos international success, 

Andrade was the actual provider of a theoretical and ideological basis for the 

solidification of nationalism. Among the many composers who followed his ideas, 

the most prominent were Oscar Lorenzo Fernandez (1897-1948), Francisco 

Mignone (1897-1986), and above all, Mozart Camargo Guarnieri (1907-1993). 

36''Born or naturalized Brazilian." Ibid., 20. 
37"The parameters concerning what is Brazilian music nowadays should be social, not 

philosophical." Ibid., 19. 
38"0n this point, Mario de Andrade is strict: for him, it is necessary to sacrifice pure 

expressiveness ... since it constituted the individualistic manifestation which he condemnes. 
. . . In this article, in which the author advances once more certain future tendencies of the 
Socialist Realism, Andrade classifies his principles as a 'just injustice,' making clear the fact 
that he does not judge the cited artists by the absolute value of their works, but by their 
social function." Neves, Mtlsica Contemporiinea Brasileira, 44-5. 



The music of the so-called "great nationalists"39 represented what Andrade 

had described many times as a new stage of nationalism. In a critique on a concert 

of Camargo Guarnieri's works held in Sao Paulo's Teatro Municipal, Andrade 

defined the composer as: 

Brasileiro. a obra dele se apresenta fundarnentalrnente racial. Mas o seu 
nacionalisrno ja nao e propiamente rnais aquele prirneiro e necessano 
nacionalisrno de pesquisa. que e caracterfstico da obra de Villa-Lobos .... 
E ja urn nacionalisrno de continua9ao. quero dizer: que nao se alirnenta 
rnais diretarnente do populano. e apenas se ap6ia nele. -10 

Indeed, in this period. the pieces composed by Fernandez. Mignone and 

Camargo Guarnieri, had a Brazilian character imprinted upon them by the use of 
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general rhythmic, textural. and melodic procedures; the authors consciously avoided 

direct quotation of folk material. They were not only influenced by Andrade through 

his writings: on many occasions they collaborated with him in songs such as Toada 

pra Voce (1928) by Fernandez, scenarios for ballets such as Leiliio (1939) by 

Mignone, and even an opera such as Pedro Malazarte ( 1932) by Camargo Guarnieri. 

The latter would become the main representative of Andrade's musical :.esthetics; the 

leader of Brazilian nationalists after World War II. 

Like Andrade, Camargo Guarnieri was born in the state of Sao Paulo, and 

was introduced to the writer in 1928, while still a music student. With permission of 

the latter's composition teacher, Andrade took Guarnieri under his resthetic tuition. 

and the composer, would later recognize Andrade as his main source of education. 

39Ibid .• 56. 
-10 .. A Brazilian composer, his works are clearly defined by his racial [national] 

background. But his nationalism is not of the kind of the researched nationalism that 
characterized the works of Villa-Lobos. . . . It is already a nationalism of continuation, since 
it does not quote directly from folk idioms, it is only based on them." Mario de Andrade, 
Musica e Jornalismo: Didrio de Sao Paulo, ed. Paulo Castagna, Mariodeandradiando, ed. 
Tele Ancona Lopez. no. 3 (Sao Paulo, Humanismo, Ciencia e Tecnologia and Editora da 
Universidade de Sao Paulo, 1993), 313. 
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According to Guarnieri, 

Essa convivencia ofereceu-me a oportunidade para aprender muita coisa. A 
casinha da Rua Lopes Chaves se agitava como se fora uma colmeia. 
Discutia-se literatura, sociologia, arte, o diabo! Aquila para mim, era o 
mesmo que estar assistindo a aulas numa universidade .. u 

The fruits of those years are many of the fmest works by the composer. In 

pieces such as Sonatina for piano (1929), Camargo Guarnieri distinguished himself 

for being in absolute control of musical form and counterpoint; his works have little 

of the improvisatory character so typical of Villa-Lobos. This tendency towards 

Neo-Classicism would become a feature of many nationalist composers, and, by the 

1930s, even Villa-Lobos would abandon his experimental style in favor of works of 

easier comprehension such as Bachianas Brasileiras. Another characteristic of 

Camargo Guarnieri's style is the absence of direct quotation of folk materials; the 

composer preferred instead to use rhythms and melodies that had some resemblance 

to those sources. In the hundreds of works written for the most diverse genres, 

Guarnieri would never abandon nationalism as an <esthetic and ideology, and from 

the death ofMcirio de Andrade in 1945 onwards, he would take the position ofhis 

master as leader of a large group of Brazilian composers. 

B. THE INTERNATIONALIST DODECAPHONIC MOVEMENT 

1. Hans Joachim Koellreuter and his followers 

In the thirties, musical nationalism was the predominant <esthetic followed by 

Brazilian composers. As already noted, even though Mario de Andrade did not 

41
"That contact gave me the opportunity to learn a lot of things. The small house at Rua 

Lopes Chaves was agitated as a honeycomb. We discussed literature, sociology, philosophy, 
art, and so on. It was for me the equivalent to attending a university." Neves, Musica 
Contemporanea Brasi/eira, 66 citing Mozart Camargo Guarnieri, Revista Brasi/eira de 
Mzisica 9 (1943), 15. 
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exclude the use of experimental techniques as a possibility in composition, his social 

approach to music emphasized comprehensibility above all, through the use of 

folkloric idioms. Since Brazilian folk music was most of the times modal and 

rhythmically complex, many European modem techniques such as the ones present 

in the works of Claude Debussy, Bela Bartok (1881-1945), Serge Prokofieff (1891-

1953), and Igor Stravisnky would be adopted without hesitation by the nationalists. 

Other techniques such as Dodecaphonism were incompatible with Brazilian 

.esthetics, remaining ignored by composers for many decades after they had 

appeared in Europe. Thus, it was only in 1937, when Hans Joachim Koellreuter 

(b. 1915) - a German conductor and composer- immigrated to Brazil, that local 

musicians came into contact with the twelve-tone technique. A student of Kurt 

Thomas (1904-1973) and Hermann Scherchen (1891-1966), the early works of 

Koellreuter reflected his allegiance to Expressionism; in them, he combined neo

classical structures with dodecaphonic writing. Yet, it was as a pedagogue that the 

German composer made his decisive contribution to twentieth-century Brazilian 

music. By 1940 a group of young musicians had already congregated around him, 

among them, composers such as Cl<iudio Santoro (1919-1989), Guerra Peixe ( 1914-

1993), and Eunice Catunda (1915-1985), besides popular musicians such as Antonio 

Carlos Jobim (1927-1994). The so-called Grupo Musica Viva (Group Music Alive) 

published a magazine, in which studies on techniques and <esthetics of music were 

discussed. Although the group never directly attacked musical nationalism, the 

composers linked to the movement were clearly internationalists in their interests and 

did not follow Mario de Andrade's ideas. 

Even though Koellreuter used the dodecaphonic technique recurrently in his 

music from 1940, many of his students did not follow him strictly, only 
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incorporating some procedures of twelve-tone writing, not hesitating to mix them 

with nationalist elements. A good example of this approach is exemplified by the 

works of Guerra Peixe, who began his career as a nationalist and, after coming into 

contact with Koellreuter, destroyed all his previous works and adopted some aspects 

of twelve-tone technique, although, never employing them in an orthodox manner. 

For instance, in many pieces Peixe uses incomplete rows, and even though at many 

times complete rows function as a unifying element in the piece, they do not 

constitute the work's generating principle.-~2 Another important composer of Grupo 

Musica Viva was Claudio Santoro, who came into contact with Koellreuter in 1940. 

From that period, works such as r Sonata para Violino e Piano, and Sonata para 

Violino Solo ( 1940), the first pieces written by a Brazilian to utilize dodecaphonism. 

Although, from Gerulio Vargas' coup d'etat in 1930,.~3 musical nationalism 

was receiving an ever increasing support from the federal government-~-~ (Villa-Lobos 

"'
2Neves, Mt'isica Contemporiinea Brasileira, 102. 

"'
3The dictator would govern Brazil from 1930-1945. His rule can be divided in many 

periods, of which Estado Novo (1937-1945) represented the consolidation of his power. 
During his controversial leadership -conservative, but with a strong emphasis on 
laborism- the country lived through one of its most agitated political periods, witnessing 
internal conflicts between the extreme right and left. Vargas with his non-partisan posture 
benefited enormously from those polemics. Dubbed the "father of the poor," he adopted a 
nationalistic discourse and founded many state-run industries (such as steel and petroleum), 
besides organizing the labor unions, granting workers minimum wage, and weekly shifts of 
forty-eight hours. 

"'"'In fact, a unique characteristic of nationalism is the possibility of its adoption by 
governments of extreme right or left. In commenting on the varied political positions taken 
by the many groups of nationalist writers, Mario da Silva Brito remarked, "[o] grupo 
'verde-amarelo' ... , defende o centro, mas ... , por sua tendencia autoritana desemboca no 
'Estado Novo'. Da 'Anta' sai o Integralismo .... Da 'Antropofagia', cindida, uma equipe 
se encaminha para a extrema esquerda, e a outra, dispersa-se pelo Partido Democratico, vai 
para a revolu~ao constitucionalista e para a neutralidade." ("The group 'verde-amarelo' ... , 
was positioned in the center, but ... , due to its authoritarian tendencies it arrived in the 
'Estado Novo.' From 'Anta' resulted Integralismo .... 'Antropofagia' became divided: a 
part went to the extreme left, the other was dispersed in the Partido Democrcitico, going to 
participate, later on, in the constitutionalist revolution or to assume neutrality.") Mario da 
Silva Brito, "A Revolu~ao Modemista," in A Uteratura no Brasil, ed. Afriinio Coutinho, 
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would be named, in 1931, director of SEMA -Superintendence of Musical and 

Artistic Education), the music of Grupo Musica Viva members received national and 

international recognition through awards granted by institutions such as the Brazilian 

Symphony Orchestra. Chamber Music Guide of Washington, D.C., and the John 

Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation."'5 

2. The polemic of 1950 

In 1944, movements for Brazil's re-democratization resulted in the overthrow 

of Vargas the following year. The newly elected president, Eurico Gaspar Dutra 

( 1946-1951 ), opened the country to foreign investors, and the process of 

industrialization, started in the previous regime, acquired a fast pace. In this period, 

Brazil strengthened its relationship with the United States, a fact that resulted in the 

assimilation, by the visual arts, of American trends such as Abstractionism. In 1951, 

with the realization of Sao Paulo's Bienal Intemacional de Artes, the internationalist 

avant-garde resthetics came to fruition. 

Counteracting this 

Utilizac;ao do expressionismo abstrato, a partir da guerra fria. pelos Estados 
Unidos, como vitrina para a exportac;ao de uma imagem ''aberta" do mundo 
livre, ... de que participaram tambem as multinacionais, colocando materiais 
novos a disposic;ao dos artistas experimentais ... , patrocinando exposic;oes 
... em toda a America Latina,"'6 

the many international meetings of writers and artists sponsored by Joseph Stalin 

val. 3 (Rio de Janeiro, Sui Americana/S. Jose: [ 1959]), 478, cited in Moises, Hist6ria da 
Literatura Brasileira, 45. 

"'
5Neves, MLtsica Contempordnea Brasileira, l 00-l. 

-16"Utilization of Abstract Expressionism, with the cold war, by the United States, as the 
export display of an 'open' free world image, ... a trend also sponsored by the multinational 
corporations, which made new materials available to experimental artists ... , sponsoring 
exhibitions ... across Latin America." Araci A. Amaral, Arte para que?: A Preocupa~iio 
Social na Arte Brasileira, 1930-1970 (Sao Paulo: Nobel, 1984), 3. 
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intellectuals. 
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In music, the implementation of Socialist Realism was consummated during 

the Second International Congress of Composers and Musical Critics, held in Prague 

in 1948. The resolutions published in the meeting's final document- known as 

"Zhdanov Report"47 
- urged composers to adhere to their national musical cultures, 

avoiding the ··decadent" trends of internationalism. In Brazil, the document was 

widely debated, both by nationalist circles and Grupo Musica Viva. 48 Even though 

this group constituted the only alternative to musical nationalism during the war and 

the years immediately following, it never intended to represent a reaction against that 

resthetic. In fact, its members avoided polemics with the well-established composers 

who followed Andrade's teachings, and even defended some of the nationalists' 

ideologies in a manifesto published in 1946. According to Jose Maria das Neves, 

0 nacionalismo nao era negado enquanto manifesta~ao profunda de 
uma cultura, mas enquanto pura "etiqueta alfandegciria que da a procedencia 
de produto", para usar a expressao de Roque Cordero .... Os jovens 
compositores do "Musica Viva" tinham, na verdade, mais respeito pelos 
documentos folcl6ricos que os nacionalistas tradicionais; para eles, o folclore 
devia ser estudado a fundo e seu aproveitamento feito na medida de sua 
assimilacrao e de sua articulacrao a linguagem pessoal do compositor.49 

However, inspired by the resolutions of the "Zhdanov Report," many 

47Named after Andrey Zhdanov (1896-1948), spokesman of the Communist Party 
Central Committee. Neves, MLisica Contempor{mea Brasileira, 119. 

48Ibid. 
49 

.. Nationalism was not denied as a profound manifestation of a determined culture, but 
as a ·customs stamp which indicates the origin of the product,' to use the expression of 
Roque Cordero. . . . Indeed, the young composers of Musica Viva showed more respect for 
musical folklore than the traditional nationalists. For them, Brazilian folklore had to be 
studied in depth, and its elements assimilated into each composer's personal musical 
language." Ibid., 96. 
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composers of the group who were linked to the Communist Party, started reviewing 

their resthetic positions. Thus, names such as Claudio Santoro and Guerra Peixe 

abandoned dodecaphonic techniques in favor of the style of composers such as 

Camargo Guarnieri. Guarnieri would be the author of a ''Carta Aberta aos Musicos e 

Crfticos do Brasil" (Open Letter to Brazilian Musicians and Music Critics) dated 7 

November 1950, which was published in all major Brazilian newspapers. In the 

document, which combined ideas of the Second International Congress with the 

earlier writings of Mario de Andrade (especially his Ensaio sobre a Musica 

Brasileira}, Guarnieri directly attacked Koellreuter and Dodecaphonisrn. According 

to the composer, 

Introduzido no Brasil ha poucos anos, por elementos oriundos de 
pafses onde se ernpobrece o folclore musical, o Dodecafonisrno encontrou 
aqui ardorosa acolhida por parte de alguns espfritos desprevenidos .... 

Diante dessa situar;ao ... , e tempo de erguer urn grito de alerta para 
deter a nefasta infiltrar;ao formalista e anti-brasileira que, ... vira trazer, no 
futuro, graves e insanaveis prejufzos ao desenvolvimento da musica nacional 
do Brasil. ... 
Assim, pois, o dodecafonismo ... e uma expressao caracterfstica de 
uma polftica de degenerescencia cultural ... urn ramo adventfcio da figueira
brava do Cosrnopolitisrno que nos amear;a com suas sombras deforrnantes e 
tern por objetivo oculto urn Iento e pemicioso trabalho de detruir;ao do nosso 
carater nacional. . . . Isso constitui, alem do mais, uma afronta a capacidade 
criadora, ao patriotisrno e a inteligencia dos musicos brasileiros .... 

Afirrno, sem rnedo de errar, que o dodecafonismo jarnais sera 
cornpreendido pelo grande publico porque ele e essencialmente cerebral, anti
popular, anti-nacional e nao tern nenhuma afinidade com a alma do 
povo .... 50 

50''Introduced in Brazil a few years ago, by individuals originally from countries where 
musical folklore has been impoverished for many years, Dodecaphonism was accepted here 
without any constraints by some naive young musicians. . . . To face this situation ... it is 
time to warn composers in order to stop this malicious formalist and anti-Brazilian 
infiltration which ... will result in the near future into a serious degradation of Brazil's 
national music. Thus, dodecaphonism ... is the expression of a policy of cultural 
degeneracy, a branch of Cosmopolitanism ... which threatens us with deforming shadows 
and which has as ultimate objective the destruction of our national character .... This is an 
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The effects of the letter were felt immediately. Although Koellreuter replied 

to Guarnieri's attacks in another ''Open Letter," dated 28 December 1950, and many 

prominent Brazilian intellectuals - such as Menotti del Picchia, Eurico Nogueira 

Fran~a (b. 1913), Edino Krieger (b. 1928), and Patricia Galvao (1910--1962)-

defended the German composer in public, his most prominent students, Santoro and 

Peixe sided with Guarnieri for ideological reasons. Thus, from 1950 a strong 

polarity developed between the two schools of musical resthetics, and Brazilian 

composers had to choose between nationalism and internationalism, with no 

possibility of compromising. This duality remained active for many decades (even 

in popular music, where Bossa Nova and later on, Tropicaiia were dismissed by 

many as bourgeois and anti-national popular styles), preoccupying composers and 

musicologists as far into the l980s.51 

insult for the creativity, patriotism, and intelligence of Brazilian musicians .... I state here, 
without any fear of being wrong, that dodecaphonism will never be understood by the great 
public, since it is essentially cerebral, anti-populist, and anti-national, having no affinity to 
the sensibility of our people .... " Cited in Neves, Musica Conremp.':'rtinea Brasiteira, 121-
4. 

51 0ne can understand this dualism just by comparing Mariz' chapter entitled "Entreato 
Dodecafonico" (Hist6ria da Mrisica no Brasil, 293-302) with Neves' "Cartas Abertas aos 
Musicos e Crfticos do Brasil" (Musica Contemportinea Brasileira, 106-33). Each author 
presents the same facts- the polemic of 1950- through opposite points of view. 
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GILBERTO MENDES AS A COMPOSER 

A. FORMATIVE YEARS 

a. First studies 
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Around the years of the Guamieri-Koellreuter polemic, a young man. a native 

of the port city of Santos (Sao Paulo state), began to write his first compositions. 

Gilberte Ambrosio Garcia Mendes, who was born in 1922 - the same year of the 

Week of Modem Art - had started studying music as a hobby in 1940, at the 

Conservat6rio Musical de Santos. At that time the city still retained some of the 

glow of the golden age which occurred earlier in the century, when it was the 

world's largest port for coffee export. As a result, many artists had chosen to live 

there, and most of the world-renowned musicians that toured Brazil performed in 

Santos' theaters. Mendes was fortunate to enroll himself in the local conservatory at 

a time when its owner was the great Brazilian pianist Antonieta Rudge (1885-1974), 

who accepted him as a pupil. However, as the composer recalls, he was not very 

enthusiastic about his pianistic studies. According to him, 

Alem de ter comecrado a estudar tarde, meu progresso musical iria ser muito 
Iento, pois eu precisava ira praia .... E tive, algum tempo depois, de ir 
trabalhar num banco, o que me tirou mais horas para os estudos."52 

52"Besides the fact of my late start, my musical progress would be very slow, since I felt 
the need to go to the beach too often. . . . Later on, the situation would get worse, since I had 
to work in a bank, a job that further limited my study time." Gilberta Mendes, Uma 
Odisseia Musical: Dos Mares do Sui a Elegancia Pop/Art Deco (Sao Paulo: Editora da 
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Yet, after undertaking in 1944 a more profound study of harmony with a 

conservative but highly competent instructor, Savino de Benedicts (1883-1971), 

Mendes became enthusiastic about music and decided to become a composer. 

Around those years he began his first attempts to write music (his earliest surviving 

work is a piano Preludio of 1945). According to the composer, he talked about his 

interest in composition to Benedicts, who tried to give him some tuition on the 

subject. However, those efforts were for most times unsuccessfuL The old master 

did not like the harmonic liberties taken by the young composer, especially the 

flattened chromaticisms that Mendes employed so often, influenced by American 

popular music.53 Thus, Mendes opted to become an autodidact; the only tuition that 

he acquired during those years came from books such as Enciclopedia Abreviada de 

Musica (1944) by Joaquin Turina (1882-1949), La Mtlsica Modema (1936) by 

Adolfo Salazar (1890-1958), and from a careful study of old masters' scores. 54 

b. Jazz and Film Music 

Besides the classics, Gilberto Mendes cultivated from an early age, an 

interest in jazz- although not in its purest forms, but especially through the Big 

Bands of Eddy Duchin (1910-1951), Guy Lombardo (1902-1977), and Benny 

Goodman ( 1909-1986). The eclectic arrangements of band-leaders such as Shep 

Fields (b. 191 0) delighted the composer. According to him, 

Os amantes do jazz puro se escandalizavam. Nunca tive preconceitos, 
sempre achei interessantfssimas essas orquestras .... [Elas] muitas vezes me 
interessavam mais que o pr6pio jazz legftimo ... derivando para algo kitsch 

Universidade de Sao Paulo and Editora Giordano, 1994), 37. 
53Ibid., 42. 
54Ibid., 40. 



mais de saUio de cha de Grande Hotel. ... 55 

Another important influence would come from cinema. which not only 

inspired Mendes through its music, but also provided him with a personal 

mythology- "o mundo da fantasia kitsch de Hollywood, verdadeiro Olimpo 

surrealista de nosso seculo ... "56
- which he would adopt almost as a religion. 
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Thus, not only movie scores such as the ones by Alfred Newman (1901-1970), Hugo 

Friedhofer (190 1-1981 ), Erich Wolfgang Komgold ( 1897-1957), and Frederick 

Hollander ( 1896-1976) would furnish him examples of a "reprodu~ao dos 

romanticos ern outro solo, fertilizado pela rnelancolia da musica negra norte-

arnericana,"57 but some movies would provide inspiration on their own merits. 

Examples of such are the musicals starring Fred Astaire ( 1899-1987), which 

represented to the composer, lessons on cosmopolitan elegance, and the The Seven 

Samurai ( 1954) by Akira Kurosawa (b. 191 0), which according to the composer 

showed him the 

Importancia do domfnio absoluto de urn offcio. . . . Eu vinha me dispersando 
muito, principalmente em atividades polfticas, e resolvi, depois da mensagem 
de Kurosawa, me concentrar finalmente na aquisi~ao do domfnio absoluto da 
arte de cornpor. 58 

c. Musical Nationalism 

Although Gilberto Mendes did not experience direct contact with musical 

55"The admirers of pure jazz did not like those bands. I, however, never had prejudices, 
and always ... found those orchestras extremely interesting. . . . [They] fascinated me more 
than authentic jazz ... for they were derived from something kitsch, something resembling 
the eclectic elegance of a Grand Hotel Tea Room .... " Ibid., 58. 

56''The fantastically kitsch world of Hollywood, a truly surrealistic Mount Olympus of 
our century .... " Ibid., ll. 

57"Flowering of Romanticism in a soil fertilized by American black music." Ibid., 48. 
58"Importance of mastering a technique .... At that time my musical activities were 

being distracted due to my political activities, and after I learned Kurosawa' s lesson, I 
decided to focus in acquiring mastery on composition." Ibid., 65. 
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folklore in his youth. as a member of the Communist Party during the 1950s. he 

reflected on the resolutions of Prague's Second International Congress of Composers 

and Musical Critics and Guarnieri's "Open Letter;· which awakened in him the urge 

to become acquainted with Brazilian indigenous music. According to the composer. 

Apesar de nao ter contato ffsico com o mundo musical. eu seguia de 
perto. atraves de jornais e revistas. os grandes questionamentos da mtisica no 
Brasil. Assim. eu conhecia o manifesto Mtisica Viva do Koellreuter e pensei 
em estudar com ele. s6 nao fui porque ele morava no Rio. Lf a carta do 
Guarnieri no jornal 0 Dia. Ideologicamente eu concordava com as ideias 
dele e naquele momento tentei usar ritmos e melodias populares na rninha 
mtisica. Cheguei a procurar a Oneyda Alvarenga para copiar melodias 
folcl6ricas do seu arquivo. Tentei inclusive estudar com o Guarnieri. que me 
mandou para urn assistente. coisa que nao me interessava. 59 

After being rejected by Camargo Guarnieri. in 1954 Mendes approached 

Claudio Santoro. who at that time was fully converted to nationalism. 

Notwithstanding the fact that the composer considers Santoro as one of his mentors. 

their contact was very brief. consisting of five private lessons in which Mendes 

showed his compositions to the master. who. in exchange. gave him some technical 

and lots of ideological guidance.60 In spite of that. most of the pieces of this period 

are characterized by a relaxed approach to nationalism. reflecting more the 

influences of composers such as Villa-Lobos and Ernesto Nazareth ( 1863-1934 ). 

than the preaching of Mario de Andrade and Camargo Guarnieri. 

59"Even though I did not have, at that time. direct contact with the musical world. I 
followed closely. through newspapers and magazines, the great debates on music in Brazil. 
Thus, I had read Koellreuter's "Manifesto Musica Viva" and considered study with him, not 
doing so because he lived at that time in Rio. I also read Guarnieri's letter in 0 Dia 
newspaper. Ideologically I agreed with his ideas and, at that moment. I attempted to use 
popular melodies and rhythms in my music. I contacted Oneyda Alvarenga [an 
ethnomusicologist, disciple of Mario de Andrade] in order to copy some folk melodies from 
her archives. I even tried to study with Guarnieri, who sent me to an assistant, but that did 
not interest me." Gilberta Mendes, interview by author, December 1997, Santos. 

OOU,id. 
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d. Dodecaphonism 

After Santoro's departure, Gilberta Mendes became involved, in 1956, with a 

group of musicians that had gathered around George Olivier Toni (b. 1926), a 

conductor who had studied with both Koellreuter and Guarnieri. At that time, 

Mendes submitted his works for Toni's evaluation and they would spend many hours 

discussing ideological matters. Recalling that time, Mendes stated, 

Conversavamos muito e ele, que tambem era comunista. comecrou a 
tirar da minha cabecra as preocupacroes ideol6gicas que eu tinha sobre a 
musica. 0 Toni foi o responsavel, ao menos intelectualmente para a minha 
guinada a musica experimental.61 

At that period, twelve-tone technique served as a guide for the composer's 

attempts to write a more abstract music. Prior to that time, he had minimal contact 

with the style of Anton Webern ( 1883-1945) through a fragment of the Fiinf Satze 

fiir Streichquartett Op. 5 ( 1909) which was featured in Salazar's Music a Modema. 

Guided by Toni, Mendes would write Pe~as para Piano Nos. /4-16, and 6 Pe~as 

para Clarineta Solo, from which n° 5 was his first twelve-tone composition. 

2. Influences from abroad 

a. Karlheinz Stockhausen 

It was during a political trip to Europe,62 in 1959, that Gilberta Mendes 

became aware of the new trends in composition, discovering the music of Karlheinz 

Stockhausen (b. 1928). Mendes would recall, many years later, the peculiar way in 

61"We chatted a lot, and he, who was also a communist, began to draw out my concerns 
regarding ideology and music. Toni was, at least intellectually, the person responsible for 
my turning towards the avant-garde." lbid. 

62Mendes went there to participate in the "Festival of Youth"- sponsored by the 
Communist Party- in Vienna. On that same trip he would visit Moscow, Berlin, and Paris. 
lbid. 
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which he came upon the works of the German composer: 

Devo a uma jovem alema ... o meu primeiro contato com a musica 
do compositor Karlheinz Stockhausen. Ela era balconista de uma pequena 
loja de musica na Uhlandstrasse .... A loja tinha me chamado a aten~ao e 
urn dia entrei nela. . . . Fui dire to a jovem: "Quero que voce me veja 
partituras e discos de urn compositor que voce ... considere o melhor, o mais 
representative da nova gera~ao ... alema". Ela nao teve a mais leve duvida. 
Imediatamente tirou das prateleiras, e me entregou, as "Klavierstuecke 1-4", 
"Kontra-punkte" ... e urn disco que continha os "Studie 1 ", Studie 2", mais o 
"Gesang der Juenglinge" ... , tudo de Stockhausen .... Senti uma emo~ao, a 
certeza de estar vivendo urn memento depois do que as coisas seriam 
fatalmente diferentes em minha musica.63 

Upon his return to Brazil, Mendes would immerse himself- along with 

his fellow composers Willy Correa de Oliveira (b. 1938) and Rogerio Duprat 

(b. 1932) - in the study of Integral Serialism, through the scores and writings of its 

most prominent representatives such as Stockhausen, Pierre Boulez (b. 1925), and 

Henri Pousseur (b. 1929). During this period, Mendes wrote Cantata sobre a Fala 

lnicial do Romanceiro da lncofidencia ( 1961), Mcisica para /2 lnstrumentos (1961), 

and Mcisica para Piano No I ( 1962), all in the mold of the newly incorporated style. 

b. Darmstadt 

In 1962 Gilberta Mendes and a group of fellow composers went to the 

63''My first contact with the music of composer Karlheinz Stockhausen ... occurred 
thanks to a young German woman. She was a store attendant in a small music shop in 
Uhlandstrasse .... The store had caught my attention previously, and on a certain day I 
decided to enter it. I went straight to the young lady and said: ·I would like you to give me 
some scores and recordings of the composer whom you ... consider the best, the most 
representative of the new German generation.' She did not think twice. Immediately she 
showed me the scores of the Klavierstiicke /-4, Kontra-pcmJ..:te ... and a recording 
containing the Studie I, Studie 2, and Gesang der Juenglinge ... all by Stockhausen. . . . I 
felt a stirring within me, being certain that, from that moment, my music would inevitably 
become different. Gilberta Mendes, "Stockhausen e a 'Neue Musik' Brasileira," Folha de 
Siio Paulo, Folhetim, 15 July 1988, p. 2. 
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Summer Course of Darmstadt. which by that time was well established as the mecca 

for contemporary music. Expecting to receive classes in Integral Serialism with 

Stockhausen. they found. instead. an environment that had been shaken four years 

earlier by a series of lectures by John Cage (1912-1992). in which the American 

composer defended the use of chance and indeterminacy in music making. By that 

time. Stockhausen had already abandoned Integral Serialism. and some of the 

Brazilian composers left the course disappointed. Two of them. Damiano Cozella 

( 1929) and Regis Duprat (b. 1930). would abandon art music altogether. turning their 

attention to genres for mass consumption. According to another composer of that 

group. Willy Correa de Oliveira. 

We learned about serialism from magazines and books. . . . And we thought: 
''Well. it must be like that- culture is that." So we studied very deeply and 
went off to Europe in 1962. I remember that I had written a piece that was 
structured within the five elements - all the possible combinations -but 
when I arrived in Darmstadt. I saw that they were not doing that anymore. I 
was a little upset: for us the truth was serialism. But after that we saw that 
reality was not confined to the books that we had read ...• and we began to 
relax our serialism.~~-' 

Mendes also would recall later on his reaction: 

Apesar de ter ido a Darmstadt buscar outro tipo de informa~ao. 
nao fiquei nem urn pouco frustrado. Sempre me interessaram muito as 
novidades e logo me pareceu que ali me colocaria finalmente em dia com 
todas elas .... 65 

i. John Cage 

A few parenthetical words must be said here concerning the influence of John 

Cage on the post-Darmstadt music of Gilberta Mendes. Besides the indirect impact 

~~-'Paul Mounsey. "Music in Brazil: Willy Correa de Oliveira and Gilberta Mendes," 
Contact 31 (Autumn 1987): 22. 

65"Even though I went to Darmstadt looking for another kind of tuition, I did not feel any 
kind of frustration. I was always interested in innovation and I soon realized that there my 
knowledge could become updated ...... Mendes, Uma Odisseia, 70. 
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that Cage exerted in the lives of the Brazilians present in that summer course of 

1962, the American composer would influence Mendes in a more direct way. 

Indeed, even though the two composers did not meet until 1987, Mendes avant-garde 

works have been systematically compared to Cage's pieces.66 

However, a qualification must be added to that assumption: if some aspects 

of Cage's resthetics were adopted by the Brazilian composer-especially the 

concepts of audience participation, chance, and indeterminacy - Mendes did not 

emulate them literally, rather, he adapted them to suit his own creative needs. Thus, 

in pieces such as Blirium C-9, elements typical of Mendes' music- for instance, the 

frequent use of quotations of fragments of the standard repertory - can be found; 

furthermore, many choral pieces by Mendes display a political consciousness, which 

is an absent feature in Cage's ouvre. 

[ndeed, nothing could be more opposite in intention than the 1963 "Manifesto 

Musica Nova"67 which preached a 

compromisso total com o mundo contemporaneo: 
... importancia do cinema, ... das telecomunicac;oes, da maquina como 
instrumento e como objeto ... . 
. . . alienac;ao esta na contradic;ao entre o estagio do homem total e seu pr6pio 
conhecimento do mundo. musica nao pode abandonar suas pr6prias 
conquistas para se colocar ao nfvel dessa alienac;ao .... 68 

to Cage's following remark: 

66See for instance Mariz, Hist6ria da Mtlsica no Brasil, 409; and Neves Mtlsica 
Contemporiinea Brasileira, 166. 

67The original manifesto was published without capital letters. 
68"Total engagement with contemporary world: importance of cinema ... of 

telecommunications, of the machine as an instrument and as an object. . . . The contradiction 
between man's stage of evolution and his own knowledge of the world is a product of his 
allienation. Music cannot abandon its own achievements to place itself at the level of this 
alienation .... "Mendes, Uma Odisseia, 73 citing "Manifesto Mt1sica Nova,"lnven~iio, 3 
(June 1963). 
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To sober and quiet the mind ... this was the proper purpose of music. 
In time. I also came to see that all art before the Renaissance, both Oriental 
and Western, had shared this same basis. that Oriental art had continued to do 
so right along. and that the Renaissance idea of self-expressive art was 
therefore heretical. 69 

B. EXPE~NTALPERIOD 

l. Grupo Musica Nova 

a. ""Manifesto Musica Nova" 

Upon returning to Brazil, Gilberto Mendes. Willy Correa de Oliveira. the 

brothers Rogerio and Regis Duprat, and Damiano Cozzela would reflect profoundly 

(both together and individually) upon their futures as composers after the '"Darmstadt 

shock."70 They soon came to the conclusion that they needed to emancipate 

themselves from Europe and the United States in order to create something new. 

something that would not sound like a mere reproduction of trends that came to 

Brazil after they had already lost their original vitality. The composers (most of 

them following a progressive political orientation) also felt the need to engage 

themselves in the debate concerning Brazilian problems. which was becoming 

particularly prominent in the government of President Joao Goulart ( 1961-1964).71 

Reflecting their contemporary scene, they published the ""Manifesto Musica Nova" 

(New Music Manifesto). As already cited, the declaration advocated the artist's total 

immersion into the contemporary world. both nationally and internationally. 

Furthermore, its co-signers did not seem to find any contradiction between a 

69Cited in Glenn Watkins, Soundings: Music in the Twentieth Century (New York: 
Schirmer Books, 1988), 564. 

70 Although the last two individuals were already abandoning art music. 
71 During that period there were many public marches throughout Brazil, some in favor, 

some in reproach to that government that had, as one of its main objectives, the agrarian 
reform and the alphabetization of the lower classes. 
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formalist approach to music - ''desenvolvimento intemo da linguagem musical"n 

-and the consumption of their creative product by the masses - elabora~ao de 

uma 'teo ria dos afetos' ... em face das novas condi~oes do binomio cria~ao-

consumo ... tendo em vista urn equilibria informa~ao semantica - informa~ao 

estetica.73 The political aspect of the group's <esthetic was emphasized in the two last 

paragraphs: 

cultura brasileira: tradi~ao de atualiza~ao intemacionalista ... , apesar 
do subdesenvol vi men to econornico, estrutura agniria retr6grada e condi~ao 
de subordina~ao semi-colonial. participar significa libertar a cultura desses 
entraves .... 

maiac6vski: sem forma revoluciomlria nao ha arte revoluciomiria. 74 

i. Poesia Concreta 

The "Manifesto Musica Nova" was published in lnven~tio, an avant-garde 

poetry magazine that was the main vehicle for propagation of the so-called Poesia 

Concreta (Concrete Poetry). This was a radical movement that incorporated 

elements of abstract art into texts charged with philosophical-ideological meaning.75 

Furthermore poetas concretos such as Decio Pignatari (b. 1927), Haroldo de Campos 

(b. 1929), and Augusto de Campos (b. 1931 ), not only had an extensive knowledge 

of literary theories and semiotics, but also investigated formal aspects of twentieth

century music, providing the composers not only with texts, but also with whole 

72"Intemal development of the musical language." Mendes, Uma Odisseia, 73 citing 
"Manifesto Musica Nova,"lnven~tio, 3 (June 1963). 

73"Elaboration of a new 'theory of affects' ... in response to the new relationship 
between creation and consumption ... taking into consideration an equilibrium between 
semantic information- resthetic information." Ibid., 74. 

74"Brazilian culture: internationalist tradition ... , notwithstanding economic sub
development, archaic agrarian structure, and semi-colonial subordination. To participate 
means to free culture from these obstacles. . . . Maiacovsky: 'without a revolutionary form, 
there is no revolutionary art."' Ibid. 

75For a historical and ideological discussion on Poesia Concreta, see Paulo Franchetti, 
Alguns Aspectos da Teo ria da Poesia Concreta, Serle Teses (Campinas: Editora da 
UNICAMP, 1989). 
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resthetic system. According to Mendes, 

Atraia-me tambem, na poesia concreta, uma coisa de que seus autores 
talvez nao gostem muito que a gente fale: seu conteudo. . . . [Se] por urn lado 
trabalham seus poemas com o maior rigor formalista, por outro deixam 
escapar poderosos significados, palavras como greve, passeata, fome ... e a 
for9a semantica da ins6lita organiza9ao dessas palavras nao pode ser 
ignorada .... 
. . . Mas o grande charme da poesia concreta, para mim, estava na sua 
elegancia art deco, na escolha e arranjo das palavras, no geometrismo ... , 
vale dizer, sua musica cifrada .... 76 

b. Choral masterworks and other experimental pieces 

During the 1960s, Poesia Concreta would supply Mendes the texts for his 

most celebrated compositions: the choral works. It was also at that time, that 

Mendes achieved national and international recognition; his name would become for 

a long period linked to experimentalism and his works were often involved in an 

aura of scandal and controversy. The first of these works to achieve public notoriety 

was an instrumental piece, Blirium C-9 (1965), for keyboard ensemble. Blirium is 

probably one of Mendes's most experimental essays. The work is not conveyed to 

the instrumentalists via musical notation, only descriptive directions concerning the 

performance are provided by the composer, through charts and diagrams. Blirium C-

9 was presented in a concert of avant-garde music in the Teatro Municipal de Sao 

Paulo, an event that prompted a similar polemic repercussion to the 1922 Semana de 

Arte Modema. Choral pieces would further disseminate Mendes' name. Moreover, 

76"What attracted me in concrete poetry, was something that perhaps its authors do not 
like to discuss: its meaning. . . . [If] on the one hand they write their poems in a strict 
formalistic manner, on the other hand they let escape powerful messages, words such as 
strike, political rally, famine ... and the semantic power of the original organization of these 
words cannot be ignored .... But the greatest attraction for me, of concrete poetry, was its 
Art Deco elegance, in the choice and graphical disposition of the words, in their geometric 
quality ... , that is to say, in its concealed music." Ibid., 76. 
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reflecting his researches in the fields of semiotics and visual communication, works 

such as Cidade ( 1964), Motet em Re Menor (also known as Reba Coca-Cola, 1966), 

Vai e Vem (1969), andAsthmatour (1971), display a desire for direct communication 

with the audience, a device that was further explored in Santos Football Music 

( 1969) for orchestra, tapes of soccer game broadcasts, and audience participation. 

A paradigmatic work of this period is Motet em Re Menor. Based on a poem 

written by Decio Pignatari in 1958, the piece's intrinsic humor conceals a sarcastic 

criticism of American imperialism, through the manipulation of its main symbol. In 

the poem, Pignatari manipulates the initial advertisement phrase through six lines; in 

the final version that phrase is transformed into the word ··cloaca" (which translates 

both as ··sewer" and ··rectum"), all elegantly arranged on the page.77 Mendes' setting 

features a similar approach, for he combined a dense contrapunctual texture, 

permeated with microtonal intervals, with moments of a more direct engagement 

with the public, especially after the intended burp (by as many singers as possible) 

that punctuates the beginning of the coda. Prior to the last measure, the conductor 

faces the audience, and when applause starts, the choir burst into a protest-like 

declamation of the word ··cloaca" which is also seen in posters waved by the singers. 

c. The absence of piano music from 1962 to 1982 

During those experimental years, Gilberta Mendes did not compose any work 

for piano. In fact, apart from Blirium C-9 (which is not a solo piano work) no other 

pieces were written for the instrument by Mendes until 1982. According to the 

composer, 

nFor a insightful analysis of the poem, see Antonio Sergio Lima Mendon~a and Alvaro de 
Sa, Poesia de Vanguarda no Brasi: De Oswald de Andrade ao Poema Visual, Antares 
Universitciria (Rio de Janeiro: Edi~6es Antares, 1983), 146-9. 
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Durante vinte anos a obra coral experimental absorveu o pouco tempo 
que eu tinha livre- nao se esquet;a que eu seguia trabalhando na Caixa 
Economica - para compor. Eram obras diffceis de escrever, especial mente 
porque tfnhamos que criar novas grafias para indicar nossas intent;oes. U rna 
pet;a como Cidade me tomou quase urn ano inteiro; urn trabalho exaustivo.78 

Several other factors elucidate this gap: among them, the fact that for the first 

time in his career Mendes had found a vehicle for propagation of his works (the 

Santos based choral Ars Viva), also, the celebrity status achieved by pieces such as 

Beba Coca-Cola (even if not always in a positive manner) would be an extra 

incentive for the composer. In addition, it was during this period that he founded the 

Festival Musica Nova de Santos (1961) an event that would grow almost too large 

(nowadays it is also presented in Sao Paulo, Ribeirao Preto, and other cities of Sao 

Paulo state) requiring a great amount of time, since the composer was practically the 

sole force in organizing it for many decades. 

C. MATURE YEARS 

l. Return to instrumental music: 1975-1982 

In 1975, the career of Gilberta Mendes began turning away from his 

combative period of experimentalism. In that year he finally retired from his bank 

job and an increase in productivity was the most immediate consequence of his new 

status. From 1975 to 1976 he composed five works, a substantial increase over the 

previous years. 79 Of those pieces, especially significant is Motetos a F ei~iio de Lobo 

78"For twenty years my experimental choral works took the little time that I had -do not 
forget that I still worked in the Caixa Economica [a savings bank]- for composition. 
Those works were difficult to write, especially because we had to create new notations in 
order to indicate our intentions. A piece such as Cidade took me almost a complete year; an 
exhausting work indeed." Mendes, interview by author. 

7~e only exception being the year of 1973, when Mendes composed five works. 
However, only one these pieces- Blirium D-9- requires actual music performance, the 
others are more in the manner of theatrical "happenings." 
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de Mesquita ( 1975) for baritone, oboe, violoncello, and harpsichord, which, although 

still based on poesia concreta, features increased importance of the instrumental 

parts_ so 

[n 1978, the University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee invited Mendes to teach 

composition for the academic year, a residency that would further enhance his 

interest for instrumental music. [n fact, the composer's immersion in a culture that 

he had so much admired through popular music and movies, had a direct impact in 

his subsequent works, such as Qualquer Mtisica ... ( 1980), where a jazz influence can 

be felt, especially through the continuous flow of music (resembling the "walking 

bass") and in the last measures where the trumpet introduces a jazz tinged solo 

melody. Further elements of jazz can be found in Saudades do Parque Balnecirio 

Hotel (1980) for alto saxophone and piano. The piece also has an auto-biographical 

character- the hotel, destroyed to make way for a shopping mall, was one of the 

places where Mendes heard popular music during the 1940s - that would become a 

specific feature of many of his mature works. [n them he turned to his personal 

mythology- formed mainly by stars of Hollywood musicals and artists linked with 

German Expressionism- in search of inspiration and musical material. Another 

typical trend of mature compositions like Saudades do Parque Balnecirio Hotel is the 

use of musical quotations, which in this piece come from the song Swinging on a 

Star by Jimmy van Heusen (b. 1913) and Johnny Burke (1908-1964), and the 

signature tune of the tango orchestra of Osvaldo Fresedo ( 1897-1984). At that time 

Mendes also reconsidered the works of Villa-Lobos - and for that matter his own 

position as a Brazilian composer. Upon returning to Brazil in 1979, he remarked: 

80Utdeed, since Omaggio a De Sica, written in 1972, Mendes had attempted a return to 
instrumental music, which ultimately led to a decrease in the number of vocal and 
experimental works. 



.. Nao e que eu esteja ficando nacionalista ... mas preocupa-me, sobremaneira, nao 

ser urn musico desenraizado, como dizia Simone Weil."81 

In 1981, thanks to his contact with renowned Brazilian pianist Caio Pagano 

(b. 1940), Mendes returned to the piano as a creative medium. The Conceno para 

Piano e Orquetra was the first mature instrumental work by the composer to 
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summon the attention of the critics to his stylistic shift. The reactions to the work 

varied from a cautionary newspaper critique by Enio Squeff, who wrote: ··oesconfio 

em princfpio desta nova composi\=ao de Gilberta Mendes; e1a me agradou demais a 

uma primeira audi\=ao;"82 to an enthusiastic commentary by Rodolfo Coelho de 

Souza: 

Habituei-me a conhecer urn Gilberta Mendes de ideias claras e 
brilhantes. Suas obras eram reflexo desse espfrito agudo. No concerto 
entretanto, preservada uma clareza soberba, o brilho foi substituido por urn 
artesanato virtuoso a servi\=O de uma expressao intimista, mais 
profundamente humana. 

Ate o fim pareceu-me esperar surgir o enfant terrible brandindo 
garrafas de Coca-Cola, chutando bolas de Santos, tossindo seu canto 
asmatico e outros Blirium de muito brilho. Porem nada no concerto apontou 
para esse Gilberta exterior e combativo. 

De repente surgiu o Gilberto metaffsico. 83 

In the Spring of 1983 the composer returned to the United States as a visiting 

81 ••It is not the fact that I am becoming a nationalist composer ... but I am overly 
concerned with not becoming a musician without roots, as Simone Weil used to say." 
Federico Mengozzi, ··vinte Anos Depois, a Lembran~a de Villa-Lobos, " 0 Estado de Siio 
Paulo, 18 November 1979. 

82"I am suspicious of this new composition by Mendes: it pleased me too easily on a first 
hearing." Cited in Mendes, Uma Odisseia Musical, 192. 

83 
•• I had become used to the clear and brilliant ideas of Gilberta Mendes. His works were 

a reflection of a sharp spirit. In the concerto, however, ingeniousness was substituted by a 
virtuoso's craftsmanship that, although superbly clear, served a more intimate, more deeply 
human expression. Until the end I was waiting for the enfant terrible to come agitating 
bottles of Coca-Cola, playing with soccer balls of Santos, coughing his asthmatic singing 
and other Blirium of much brilliance. However, nothing in the concerto pointed to this 
combative and extroverted Gilberta. Suddenly, a metaphysical Gilberta appeared." Rodolfo 
Coelho de Souza, Sao Paulo, to Gilberta Mendes, Santos, 05 December 1981. 
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professor at the University of Texas at Austin. During that period he continued to 

write pieces influenced by jazz. but also started to reevaluate his early works. 

especially the piano pieces. An example is Musica para Piano no 2 (R~cado a 

Schumann. 1983). a work composed in Austin. on a theme that was written "em urn 

velho cademo de notas"s.~ many decades earlier. As during his previous stay in 

America. the composer reflected once more on the issues of his own national 

identity. as he would remark later: 

A.s vezes e preciso estar noutro pafs. sentindo saudades da terra da 
gente. das bananeiras. das samambaias. das palmeiras onde canta o sabi<i, 
para compreenderrnos. com a distancia. o significado das coisas nossas. 85 

2. Latest resthetic trends: 1983-1997 

Upon his return to Brazil. Mendes received many commissions to write 

choral and instrumental works. The country's process of redemocratization that 

started in 1984. prompted him to write some works charged politically. The majority 

of these pieces- such as Vila Soc6 Meu Amor (1984). Mamiie eu Quero Votar 

(1984). Viio entregaras Estatais! ... (1985). and r de maio (1986)- were written 

for the obviously appropriate choral medium, although some instrumental works 

such as 0 Oltimo Tango em Vila Parisi (1987) also reflect Mendes' political 

response. 
His relationship with pianist Jose Eduardo Martins (b. 1938) resulted in the 

composition of several pieces for the instrument; the first of those works,// Neige ... 

84"0n an old notebook." Mendes. Uma Odisseia Musical. 195. 
85"Sometimes. it is necessary to be in another country. longing for our homeland. our 

banana trees. our samambaia plants. our palm trees where the sabiti bird sings. to 
understand. due to the distance, the meaning of our own things." Gilberta Mendes, "0 
Tropicalista dos anos 30," Folha de Siio Paulo, llustrada. 18 November 1984, p. 61. 
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de nouveau! ( 1985), exemplifies Mendes' approach to Minimal ism. Martins was 

also responsible for the rediscovery of Mendes' early piano pieces, presenting many 

of them in a concert at the Festival Musica Nova of 1990. 

Mendes' dialogue with his own past (which started during his stay in 

Milwaukee) is possibly one of the most unique features of the pieces composed in 

the last decade of this century. A work such as Um Estudo? Eisler e Webem 

Caminham nos Mares do Sui... ( 1989), has the quality of an autobiographical 

statement, representing Mendes' interaction with a personal mythology that had been 

created during his formative years. This contemplative posture is also reflected in 

the harmonic style of his latest pieces, which represent an attempt to reconcile the 

tonal and atonal universes, a device that- as it will be seen -permeates most of 

his piano pieces. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

THE PIANO MUSIC OF GILBERTO MENDES 

A. FORMATIVE YEARS: TONALITY. FOLKLORE AND MUSICAL QUOTATION 

Gilberta Mendes' first piano pieces were written during the period of his 

studies with Savino de Benedicts. They are generally miniatures, lasting most times 

under three pages. Although the composer was receiving at that time serious training 

in harmony with Benedictis, he did not have a composition instructor. The only 

tuition that he obtained would come directly from the study of the scores by the 

masters that he most admired such as Johann Sebastian Bach (1685-1750), Frederic 

Chopin (1810-1849}, Johannes Brahms (1833-1897), and, above all, Wolfgang 

Amadeus Mozart ( l75fr 1791 ), Robert Schumann ( 181 0-1856), and Claude 

Debussy. 

Thus, in his first works. Mendes emulates many typical procedures of the 

standard pianistic repertory. Harmonically, pieces such as Preludios, Pequeno 

Album para Crian~as, and the first numbers of Pe~as para Piano, are written in a 

tonal language, although with a modal inflection which the composer borrowed from 

jazz, Debussy, and Brazilian folk scales. Mendes' attempts to incorporate Brazilian 

musical folklore can also be seen in the pervasive use of syncopation in pieces such 

as Prehidio no 4, Por que?, Acalanto (from Album para Crian~as), and Sonatina 

Mozartiana. 

Notwithstanding the early stage in which these pieces were composed, some 

personal traits- which would be further developed in subsequent periods- are 
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already discernible. Among them, a preference for ascending melodic lines as the 

initial themes of most of these works. Also, in many of them, repetitive passages are 

featured. Although these were present in many nationalistic works - the most 

notorious example being the Congada (1923) by Francisco Mignone- for the 

creation of climactic effect, Mendes' non-directional repetitions are already a unique 

feature of his style. 
86 

However, the most striking feature of Mendes' early output- setting him 

apart from nationalists and dodecaphonists alike- is the use of musical quotation.87 

This was probably a practical response, since, as mentioned above, the standard 

pianistic repertory was the composer's only guide in his initial creative attempts. His 

first experiments with musical quotation can be found in Pequeno Album para 

Crianr;as (Little Album for Children) a work clearly inspired by Schumann's Album 

fiir die Jugend Op. 68. In his Album, Mendes quotes titles used by the German 

composer in pieces such as Por que? (Why?) Specific musical quotation occurs in 

Canr;iio da Rz'issia (Song of Russia), a piece based on Chopin's Prelude Op. 28 no. 6. 

Notwithstanding the evolution that this practice would undergo during the 

course of Mendes' career, these first quotations present many characteristics of 

subsequent works. First, the composer usually quotes from works that parallel the 

medium he is using. Thus, in piano pieces, quotations are usually drawn from the 

standard repertory of that instrument. Second, even in the most visually exact 

quotations the aural effect is blurred, since only the texture and rhythmic structure of 

the works are quoted, the pitch material is always transformed. This practice shows 

86Repetition is also an element that separates these piano pieces from the works by 
Dodecaphonic Brazilian composers, who aimed at the non-periodicity of musical elements. 

87For, at that point, not even nationalist composers were quoting from folk tunes 
anymore, and this practice was, for obvious reasons, completely foreign to the resthetic 
beliefs of dodecaphonic composers. 



a similarity with the literary technique of paronomasia; in fact, literary devices are 

another unique characteristic of Mendes' oeuvre. 

1. Selected pieces 

a. Two Preludios ( 1945, 1949) 

As already mentioned, Preludio no. I is the earliest surviving piece by 

Gilberta Mendes. Written in 1945, the work shows the composer's reverence for 

Schumann's music, which is reflected in its unpretentious melody and 
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accompaniment. This Prelzidio, a miniature of eight measures that are repeated after 

a double bar, starts in F Major and finishes in A Minor. The piece has a modal 

inflection thanks to the Eb featured in the second measure (ex. 1). According to the 

composer, Savino de Benedictis tried to "correct" that note upon examining the 

work. 88 Although a "student piece," this Prel(idio already features one of Mendes' 

personal marks, such as the ascending nature of the theme. 

Example 1. Preltidio n" I (mm. 1-2) 

Andantino con anima 
I .-:::::: :::;;---....... _, - GO 

J ..._ 

~ r I r 
< p .,--- - r-. . ,.---
( 

• : 

Mendes composed the second PrelLidio in 1949. In this piece, he reveals his 

debt to French Impressionistic music, especially through a colorful use of pedals, 

88Mendes, interview by author. 
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parallel chords, and in the prevalent use of dissonant sevenths which are played very 

softly (ex. 2). The piece is written in ternary form, with the middle section in the 

style of a recitative (ex. 3). 

Example 2 Colorful use of dissonance in Prelridio n" 2 (mm. 1-3) 

Andantino 

J. J } J. J } J. m 
" 

. . . 
4 I -pp 

< 

I I I 

. . . . 
4) 

Example 3. Contrasting middle section of Prelridio n" 2 (mm. 8-9) 

A typical feature of Mendes' later works is the repetitive character, already 

present in the outer sections of this piece (ex. 4). 
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Example 4. Repetitive passage in Prellidio n" 2 (mm. 16-19) 

b. Pequeno Album para Crian~as 

i. Canp1o da Russia ( 194 7) 

Even though Can~iio da Rlissia (Song of Russia) closes Mendes' Pequeno 

Album, the piece is actually one of the earliest in that collection. Written in 1947, it 

represents the composer's first experiment with musical quotation. In Can~iio da 

Rlissia, Mendes' paronomastic approach is already present: while the piece's texture 

clearly emulates Chopin's Prelude Op. 28, no. 6, the aural perception of the 

quotation is blurred, since its harmony recalls the popular music heard by Mendes in 

post-war Hollywood movies (ex.s. 5-6).89 

89 According to the composer, the title of the piece was taken from a homonymous movie 
of 1943. Ibid. 
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ExampleS. Frederic Chopin, Prelude Op. 28 no. 6 (mm. l-3) 

Lento assai 

Example 6. Canfiio da Rtissia (mm. l-3) 

~ I I I 

t.J til"" r J !tu. 9~ 

p .... 

) -
( • . . 

L' ..----c / :- --~ ~ 

ii. Melodia F olcl6rica, Por que?, and Acalanto ( 1951) 

Of the six pieces that form the Pequeno Album para Crianr;as, the four inner 

numbers were composed in 1951. Three of them reflect Mendes' concerns about 

musical nationalism- Guarnieri's "Open letter" was published the year before

revealing a clear attempt to incorporate features of Brazilian musical folklore. 

Melodia Folcl6rica (Folk Melody), as its name implies, quotes literally a folk 
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melody collected by Mendes during the short period in which he conducted research 

on folklore.90 Following a typical procedure, Mendes looked for inspiration in the 

works of Bela Bartok, a twentieth-century composer who conducted extensive 

research on that subject. Thus, Melodia Folcl6rica recalls, through its canonic two-

voice texture many of the first numbers of Bartok's Mikrokosmos (ex. 7). 

Example 7. Melodia Folcl6rica (mm. l-3) 

I 

( 
. 

~ - -...... -
< 

( ~ ~ ~ . .. fl. .. 
: -
Although not implied by their names, Por que? and Acalanto also reflect 

Mendes' ideological concerns. The former piece, which borrows its title from 

Schumann, features a constant use of syncopation. In addition, the repeated notes of 

the theme repeated notes combined with the use of the mixolydian mode are typical 

of Brazilian folk music (ex. 8). 

~e melodies were sung to him by a colleague in his workplace. Mendes compiled 
approximately thirty songs, donating the fruits of his research to the folk music archives 
directed by Oneyda Alvarenga. Ibid. 
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Example 8. Use of syncopation, mixolydian mode, and repeated notes in Por que? (mm. 8-10) 

-
~ .. * 

I ~ 

. 
~ t t -r • ~: !I r· r t.f:J -

It is also worth noting that even the descending line of the melody -an 

atypical element in Mendes' music, but typical of Brazilian folk music -

demonstrates how strong was the ideological need he felt to write in nationalistic 

style. 

Acalanto (Lullaby) also features folk idioms, framed, however, in more 

elaborate pianistic writing. The piece is divided into three sections, in which the 

same thematic material is presented in varied form. In the first section, the theme is 

presented in octaves, by the left hand (ex. 9). 

Example 9. Section A of Aca/anro (mm. l-3) 

) 1-~ #1 t t I~! #I 
< 

-. 
- ~= i i. :::: .. . i - ~= i •• !-. ~ • • h 
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In the B section. the same theme is featured in a texture typical of Schumann. 

Example 10. Section B of Acalanro (mm. 9-11) 

-I r ... I . . 
4 l _L I r r rr r_r l r 1 I _r_r - -

: 

In the C section. the theme appears in a more transformed version. which 

recalls Brazilian urban popular songs of the earlier part of the century. especially 

through the use of thirds and sixths in the melody (ex. ll). 

Example II. Seclion C of Acalanto (mm. 17-19) 

F J 6~ - ~ .r-1 17-1 -4 
.. jj I 

~ r - I.......J I ~ 

•• - ~ 
fl. • . ~ ~ • ~ 

( : . 
I .., -+ 111 r I - -~ -- - -



c. Sonatina Mozartiana ( 1951) 

i. Allegro91 
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The Sonatina Mozartiana was Mendes' initial essay in large form and its first 

movement. Allegro. is the culmination of his experiments of the previous years with 

musical quotation. Combining nationalistic elements within a formal scheme that is 

based on Mozart's Sonata in C Major K 545, the first movement is a good-humored 

parody, where every step taken by Mozart is retraced.92 

Comparing the first theme of both works, Mendes substitutes a syncopated 

accompaniment for the original Alberti bass. The themes have the same melodic 

contours, but the one from the Sonatina gains a modal inflection typical of Brazilian 

folk music (exs. 12 and 13). 

Example 12. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart, first theme of Sonata inC Major K. 545 (mm.l-4) 

Allegro 
fr 

' • - (T • • -. 
~ I -
I - - - - - - -
~ * .. .. * .. .. -,j .. * 

91The piece has three movements, Allegro, Andante, Allegro; only the first one is 
discussed in this study. 

-

92It is important to recall the fact that Mendes' involvement with musical nationalism was 
a result more of his political than <esthetic beliefs. By the time he composed the Sonatina, he 
had already developed some personal approaches in his works, and, as mentioned above, 
musical quotation is an important aspect of his technique. 
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Example 13. First theme of Sonatina Mozartiana (mm. l-4) 

Allegro 

_I ~ .. ~ .. 

' ~ ....... 
) p dolce 
) 

_1 - -
~ 4f. 

·-~ 
4f. , 

·-~ 

The scales of the transition are also echoed, but in the Sonatina Mendes uses 

parallel sixths, and instead of leading directly into a cadence, they take a curious 

detour in the rhythm of a Brazilian tango (exs. 14-15). 

Example 14. Scales of transition in Mozart's Sonata inC Major K. 545 (mm. 5-6) 

.. ~ .. - .. -
' .; ~ -) - -
) 

I ~ ~ ~ . 
~ 
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Example 15. Scales of transition in Sonatina Mozartiana (mm. ll-14) 

11_ ~ -:::::::::---. - ~ 

. 
~ - - . ; '- _,.., 

-~,. 

( " -- -r- ,.-. .,. -:--... . 
~ ~ 

..... 
···~ 

The figuration that introduces Mozart's second theme (ex. 16) is spiced with 

syncopation (ex. 17), and Mendes' own version of that theme also features a similar 

melodic contour, but in the typically Brazilian Mixolydian mode (exs. 18-19). 

Example 16. Introduction to the second theme of Mozart's Sonata inC Major K. 545 (m. 13) 
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Example 17. [ntroductory measures to the second theme of Sonatina Mozaniana (mm. 22-23) 

, . . , . 

( 
' 

< mf --r --r 
( 

~ .... .... b .. ill. .. ~~~.. 
: 

Example 18. Second theme of Mozart's Sonata inC Major K. 545 (nun. 14-15) 

Example 19. Second theme of Sonatina Mozaniana (mm. 26-29) 

~-· ... ... ~ ~ ._ .--. ~ ~ ~ i= -~ +-:- • • I 

' 
< . ~ .~ . ~!: _.!: ~ .~ .~ . ~! ~ ~. 

: 



In the development. Mendes' syncopated version of Mozart's hand 

alternation is expanded through sequential work (exs. 20-21). 

Example 20. Hand alternation in Mozart's Sonata inC Major K. 545 (mm. 36-38) 

~ ~t#f'-
~ (Lf.. 

I\ 

~ !iiiiii' 

11 .. ......!!!!~ -: 
._..... WJ .. . ...... .. -. ...., 

Example 21. Hand alternation in Sonatina Mozaniana (mm. 58-61) 

( 
""- • 'fK" t- t- j- t- !'"___~ F J: ~-

v , 
I -I - _"[_ 

~ ~ ~-J....,:: ./ p~ - .__ 

An unexpected quotation of Bach's lnventio in A Minor BWV 784, 

immediately precedes the recapitulation (exs. 22-23). In the coda, the repetitive 

element, typical of Mendes' style, is clearly featured (ex. 24) 

72 
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Example 22 Johann Sebastian Bach, lnvenrio in A minor BWV 784 (mm. 1-2) 

~ - - -
( .; - ·~ -........J 

(_ 

t1 ~ .. _ .. ~ JJ. #. -~ : - - -

Example 23. Measures preceding the recapitulation in Sonatina Mozaniana (mm. 90-93) 

~ ------ - ---........... 
' 
.; - - ~ 

~. ;,_ • ~~~. ,_-#. 
: 

~ 

Example 24. Repetitive figure in the coda of Sonatina Mozaniana (mm. 150-153) 

~ ~ ~ ~---------------~- ------------------
( 

) • • • • 
< mf 

: 

"ii· .. 
~ ~~- .. ~ ....._____ ....._____ 

~------- ------------------
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The exaggerated use of syncopation in many passages (ex. 25), confers an 

ironic quality on the piece, which turns out to be not only a parody of Mozart, but of 

nationalism itself. Perhaps, one could consider this irony already as a betrayal of the 

composer's lack of musical kinship with musical nationalistim, foreshadowing his 

inevitable disconnection from it. 93 

Example 25. Prevalent use of syncopation in Sonatina Mozaniana (mm. 50-54) 

mf 

B. EXPERIMENTAL PERIOD: SERIALISM AND FURTHER EXPERIMENTS<u 

As early as 1949, Gilberta Mendes experimented with atonality in his piano 

works. This technique- that he used concomitantly with the more tonal pieces 

studied above - was reserved for compositions which the composer considered to 

be more serious,95 as signaled by their titles. Among those, a series entitled Per;as 

93The responses of Mendes' contemporaries to his nationalism are discussed on the 
conclusion. 

94 As already seen, among Mendes' first pieces, there are some that experiment with 
procedures - such as quotation of classical works - that were not used systematically in 
Brazilian music. Therefore, the designation "experimental" of the composer's second 
creative period can be misleading; it will be used here in spite of that, with the connotation 
that have become standard in twentieth-century music. 

95Curiously, the majority of these pieces lack the obvious nationalistic character present 
in other works. 
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para Piano (Pieces for Piano, 1949-1959) is a good example of the composer's 

evolution in his use of atonality. Although the title denotes a German influence 

(inspired by the Klavierstiicke sets of composers such as Johannes Brahms and 

Arnold Schonberg [187~1951]), the harmonic language of these pieces- which 

uses bitonal and polytonal procedures- suggests a study of works by Bela Bartok, 

Serge Prokofieff and Igor Stravinsky. Starting with Pe~a para Piano no 13, Mendes' 

treatment of rhythm became more complex, an approach that was further developed 

in the last three numbers of the set, which were written under the guidance of Olivier 

Toni. 

After experimenting with dodecaphonism in works such as Pe~a para 

Clarineta no 5, Mendes approached Integral Serialism upon his return from the 

European trip of 1959. By that time, he had already returned to an autodidactic study 

of composition; the limited number of works written during this period was a 

consequence of the amount of time that he had to spend mastering the technique. 

His sole contribution to the pianistic genre using Integral Serialism, Mtisica para 

Piano no I, was also his last work for the instrument until 1982. 

It was in Blirium C-9, however, that the composer made the most radical shift 

in his career. Part of a series of three pieces (A-9, B-9, and C-9) for diverse 

instrumental groups, the work consists of a virtuoso display of motor and intellectual 

coordination by its performers, since they are supposed to improvise the entire piece. 

Influenced by Cage's aleatory <:esthetic, the piece nonetheless has Mendes' personal 

mark on it, especially in the many quotations of famous pieces that he instructs the 

performers to introduce at certain points. These quotations have a different character 

than the paronomastic procedures present in works such as Can~iio da Russia or 

Sonatina Mozartiana. Since the musicians -who are improvising on the spot-



generally quote passages literally, the effect of those quotations tends to recall the 

Joycean stream of consciousness96
, an influence that certainly became strong after 

Mendes' contact with the poetas concretos. 

I. Selected pieces 

a. Pefa para Piano no I 3 ( 1957) 97 

In this early piano work, one can observe Mendes' gradual departure from 
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nationalism. The piece resembles, in many aspects, some of the advanced pieces of 

Bartok's Mikrokosmos (vol. 6) in its canonic texture, free atonalism, and, more 

particularly, in the constant change of time signature (ex. 26). 

Example 26. Bart6kian texture in Pera para Piano na 13 (mm. l-3) 

Allegretto 

•=ms 
I I • I ,......... •· 
.; -

11*--fr b. .,..-~b.-
: 

Although through composed, the piece is clearly divided into two sections. 

In the first part (mm. 1-10) free counterpoint dominates (ex. 26), while in the second 

96Which, as Steinberg demonstrated, is a carefully planned technique. Erwin R. Steinberg, 
The Stream of Consciousness and Beyond in "Ulysses" (Pittsburgh: University of 
Pittsburgh Press, 1973). 
97Th ere is some doubt concerning the year of this composition. The manuscript bears the 
date 1952 but, according to the composer, this is an error. Since no manuscript of the next 
piece of the set has survived, an accurate dating through a comparative analysis of 
handwriting and paper is not feasible. 



part (mm. 11-31) the writing becomes more canonic (ex. 27). 

Example 27. Canonic writing in Pefa para Piano no 13 (mm. ll-13) 

I 

( 
~ ~~ ~· ,. q•- -• 

( : 
tl 

~· 

L . ~ 

-
,, 

The absence of pedal and dynamic markings (with the exception of a 

decrescendo sign in the last measure) is atypical of the composer and indicates the 

probable origin of this piece as an exercise in atonal counterpoint. 

b. Pefa para Piano no 14 ( 1958) 
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Composed under the guidance of Olivier Toni, the final PefaS para Piano 

(nos. 14-16) represent Mendes' last attempts to incorporate nationalism into his 

piano music. Serious in character, the joyous quality of works such as Sonatina 

Mozaniana is absent in these pieces. Their harmonic language is based on atonality 

and bitonality, although, sometimes, modal passages occur. 

Dedicated to Savino de Benedicts, Pefa para Piano n° 14 is by far the most 

obviously nationalist of the set. It features many typically Brazilian elements such as 

the descending melodic line of the theme98 and the quintessential syncopations. 

These characteristics, combined with the imitative writing and monothematicism, 

connect this piece to many similar works by Camargo Guarnieri, who had been, 

98 A feature absent in most of Mendes's works, as already remarked. 
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incidentally, one of Olivier Toni's instructors (ex. 28). 

Example 28. Nationalistic elements in Pera para Piano n" /4 (mm. l-3) 

Allegro Risoluto 

----------------------~ ---•:too 
~ I ---- ~.._,-r-_1 

' 
~ 9~ 111 - :> 

< mf cresc. ) =-
( 

L ~ •• I. b-- --. . 
~ _/ "' ~ 

c. Mltsica para Piano no I (1962) 

Commissioned as a test piece for a piano competition sponsored by Santos' 

newspaper A Tribuna, Musica para Piano no I exemplifies Mendes' total adherence 

to avant-garde. The title itself elucidates this question: according to the composer, 

Em princfpios de 1962 compus MLisica para Piano no I, trocando o 
nome Pe~a por Mltsica, com a finalidade de come<;ar urn outro tipo de 
"musicas para piano" diferentes das minhas I6 Pe~as para Piano.99 

Thus, the piece is written using an Integral Serialist mold, which reflects 

Mendes' reverence of Stockhausen, a composer that, as mentioned above, he had 

discovered three years earlier. Although the row is used in a very uncomplicated 

way, the irregular rhythms and sharp dynamic contrasts clearly relate this piece to 

the cerebral approach to music in vogue in some European circles during the 

99"In the beginning of 1962, I composed Mtlsica para Piano n° I, changing the title Pera 
for Mtlsica, aiming to start another kind of "piano music" different from my 16 Pe~as para 
Piano." Mendes, Uma Odisseia Musical, 68. 
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fifties. 100 

Including an aleatory element- the piece is divided into four blocks that can 

be played as the performer wishes- the elegant notation of Musica para Piano no 1 

reflects well Mendes' fascination with formalist trends such as Abstractionism and 

Poesia Concreta (ex. 29). 

Example 29. Musica para Piano no 1, section A 

A ,))=86 . 
8-----

OITAVA 

I. 

ACIMA 

OITAVA 

ABAIXO 

~-

6,. 

3 

mf ... 
pp 

• • mp 

d. Blirium C-9 

.Iff# ~: ~ 
- ·--·-

mf 

J -

mf 
mp 

mp ~~ -~~ >-
Ill- -» .. 

mf 3 

ifz b ... -. 
&I I • • ll_ ......... -
~ 

3 
1 . 
r;p .Iff 

L1 .f 

-
-

mp 

* ~- * ~-

One of the most radical experiments by Mendes, Blirium C-9 consists of 

seven pages in which the composer wrote a careful guide on how to realize the piece, 

including two pages with charts and diagrams. If the explanations are extremely 

1oo.rhe work has a complex quality that makes one wonder how successfully it could be 
performed by young pianists in any contest. 



complex, the piece's actual performance is an exercise of virtuosity that few 

pianists with traditional training may achieve. According to the composer, the 

improvisations might be either tonal or atonal and, at certain points (called 

"transitions" on the score), the performer must quote fragments of any music that 

comes to his mind, such as "Debussy, Mozart, Ars Antiqua, Ars Nova, Jazz, Bossa 

nova, Tangos, Flamenco, Jingles, etc."101 As previously stated, this practice of 

musical quotation links this work to Mendes' previous creations. 

However, in Blirium C-9, that technique is featured in a different way: the 

quotations need not to be from music written specifically for the instrument, and, 

although this may be modified, it "must be, always, perfectly recognizable." 102 As 
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seen above, Mendes' use of quotation in his first pieces was a result of two personal 

goals: he used them to gain fluency in compositional techniques, and through their 

utilization he expressed his reverence to his masters. In Blirium C-9, there is no 

trace of the "amorosa par6dia," 103 so characteristic of earlier works. Instead, these 

direct quotations are a clear indication of the influence that avant-garde literature -

especially James Joyce and his stream of consciousness writing- exerted on the 

composer's work at that period. 

C. MATURE YEARS: MUSICAL QUOTATION, MINIMALISM AND NEO-TONALITY 

In 1982, Gilberto Mendes resumed the composition of piano pieces, after a 

hiatus of twenty years. The first piece of this mature period is Vento Noroeste, 

which is also, in many aspects, Mendes' masterwork in the genre. Although the 

work can be linked to Blirium C-9 in its Joycean stream of consciousness, Vento 

101Gilberto Mendes, Blirium C-9 (Sao Paulo: Ricordi Brasileira, 1969), 2. 
102Ibid. 
103"Amorous parody." Mendes, Uma Odisseia Musical, 56. 
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Noroeste - like other instrumental pieces composed in this period - has also an 

autobiographical quality; a new feature of Mendes' style. This link with the 

composer's past can be detected in many other mature piano pieces, which have the 

characteristic rising themes. Also, the use of paronomasia as a central compositional 

tool can be found in many of these works. Contrary to Blirium C-9, there is only one 

clearly recognizable musical quotation in Vento Noroeste, the majority of them are 

disguised, according to procedures utilized by the composer in the pieces of his 

formative years such as Can~iio da Russia. This technique is also present in 

subsequent works such as ll neige ... de nouveau!, Um Estudo? Eislere Webem 

Caminlzam nos Mares do Sui, and estudo ex-tudo eis tudo pois. Repetitive passages 

are also present in these pieces, although used in a new manner. Finally, the 

harmonic language of most works composed since 1982 is characterized by a return 

to the Impressionistic quartal harmonies and whole-tone scales, but combined with 

fragments that recall serialistic writing. This neo-tonality is, as already noted, a 

characteristic of the composer's conscious preoccupation in the last sixteen years to 

reconcile the tonal and atonal universes. 

Mendes' return to the piano would be gradual: after Vento Noroeste, the next 

piece, ll neige ... de nouveau! was composed only three years later. Also, the quality 

of the new works varied greatly: in pieces such as Viva Villa! (1987), Vers les joyeux 

tropiques, avec une musique vivante, theatrale! ( 1988), and some of Contos de 

Conazar (1985) Mendes' highly creative style cannot be easily discerned. Perhaps, 

the unusual number of commissions was overwhelming for a composer used to write 

music in his spare time, resulting in a momentary relaxation of his own standards of 

quality. However, those pieces constitute but a small portion of Mendes' mature 

output, and since they were composed, new works have demonstrated the 



composer's permanent commitment to excellence. This is illustrated by his latest 

piece, estudo ex-tudo eis tudo pois, a work that, although sharing common features 

with his best compositions, points to some new .esthetic developments in the music 

of this constantly innovative Brazilian composer. 

1. Selected pieces 

a. Vento Noroeste (1982) 104 
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Vento Noroeste (Northwest Wind) is Mendes' most complex piano piece to 

date. In this work the composer utilizes, in a very successful way, many techniques 

present throughout his career, particularly the use of musical quotation. 105 The 

fragments of previously composed material present in this piece are mainly drawn 

from the Romantic pianistic repertory, particularly from the Etudes and Preludes of 

Chopin. However, impressionistic and serialistic allusions and devices can also be 

found throughout the piece. Although there is a great number of such quotations, the 

composer integrates them through the use of twelve-tone aggregates. framing those 

within a well-planned formal structure. 

Among the main themes of Vento Noroeste, two are based on quotation. 

Both are drawn from Chopin's pieces; the first from Etude Op. 25 no.6 (exs. 30-31 ), 

while the second is based on Etude Op. 25 no.l (exs. 32-33). 

104The piece does not have bar lines, each accidental is valid only for one note. In 
referring to particular passages in it, this analysis provides page numbers of the manuscript 
cop(o, dated December 1984. 

05Which are most of the times written in paronomastic fashion, since the pitch material 
in all but one of them is transformed. 



Example 30. Fn!deric Chopin, Etude Op. 25 no. 6 (mm.l-3) 
Allegro 

sotto voce 

Example 31. Vento Noroeste (p. 2) 

otto ce s VO 

I 

~ 
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: 

~. I .1"" ~ 
~-

Example 32. Frederic Chopin, Etude Op. 25 no.l (mm.l-2) 

Allegro sostenuto 

•=to.t 
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Example 33. Vento Noroeste (p. II) 

sostenuto 

r.= ~--, I 

I 

-.l 
., , mp 

) 
11 .!.I 

: 

~I -w 
l..=J- L_ __j 3 
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Additional quotations from Chopin can be found in secondary themes such as 

the ones based on Preludes Op. 28 nos. 8 and 5 (exs. 34-37). 

Example 34. Frederic Chopin, Prelude Op. 28 no. 8 (m. 1) 

Molto agitato 



Example 35. Vento Noroeste (p. II) 

molto agitato - -----
1 I ".I I II I ... L .I I ..I l .I I I I .a. 

( 
~ J 
quasi forte 

{ 
~!: .. 
~3---J 

~-~- * 

Example 36. Frederic Chopin, Prelude Op. 28 no. 5 (mm.l-4) 

Allegro molto 

I ~ 

I _!! 

~ .. '---l .. L......J .. .. 1.......1 .. 1.......1 .. 

< 

~ !: !: !: ~ 
: 

l I 

* . ~. .~ . * 

Example 37. Vento Noroeste (p. 14) 

-----6~ 
I 1 

1......J II • ""---J II • L I 11 • - ""---l II• ~~~· 

p cresc. decresc. 

#,_ #II. #~ . #.II. #.II. 
: 

-
* 
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Mendes, however, seems to favor fragments recalling Integral Serialism for 

the secondary themes. They are not proper! y musical quotations, nor strict Serial 

fragments, but they incorporate some typical features, particularly the sudden 

changes of register, dynamics and rhythmic values, which result in the pointillistic 

writing so characteristic of that technique (exs. 38-39). 

Example 38. Vento Noroeste (p. 3) 

sw ~ r- ,--3, 

'I 
~ - ... ~·:!, .. ~ - .. 

~ 

~ 
ll ll 

ff p c esc f 

~ ~ .. .. # .. ~. 
p 

( 
.. • .. ~ JJ. 

: 
ll 11 . #11 

gva------~-

Example 39. Vento Noroeste (p. 20) 

p./ff 

f ~- mf <:::::::: 

Impressionistic elements can be detected in the use of whole tone scale and 

quartal harmony such as in the pitch material of the first theme (ex. 31 ); and, more 
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obviously, in a quotation from Debussy's Jardins sous Ia pluie (exs. 40-41). 

Example 40. Claude Debussy Jardins sous Ia pluie (mm. l-2) 

NetetVif 

~ ~ ~ ~- ~. ~ ~ ~#-~ . 

) - - --- - - -""" -~ === """ - - """ - '""" -) 
• ( . . 

' 

Example 41. Vento Noroeste (p.l7) 

' ~ iii ~ ~ 
I -:JI 

~ .. .. .. ft .. 
~ ) pp 

.J 
. 
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~ ~ 111 • _#~ . . ' 

~- ~-

As already mentioned, the main device used to integrate these various 

quotations into the work is the use of the twelve-tone aggregate. Most themes are 

connected by sharing a common aggregate, allowing the piece to achieve a sense of 

continuity (ex. 42). 
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Example 42. Vento Noroeste, fragments of main and secondary themes sharing aggregate 8 (p. 7) 

;~~ l I l I ~~#· i b~ 
( . 

~ ~111 .. ~ " r-'tl'f r-'tl'f r-'tl'f 
nif cresc. cresc. 

#,.... ~ II. 
l.l b .. l J J1 .!1 • 

mp 

: 

11~ =- pp fi-:. 

3 
'fu. 

There are thirty-nine aggregates in the piece, and, at many times, after the 

statement of a complete chromatic collection, a rest occurs, and a new motive is 

introduced (ex. 42). Furthermore, aggregates not only connect apparently disparate 

motives; they also shape the structural outline of Vento Noroeste. The piece can be 

divided into three large collections of twelve-tone aggregates, creating a pattern of 

expansion where the first block has six aggregates, the second has fourteen, and the 

third block, nineteen aggregates. 

After analyzing the themes present in those three blocks, one finds that the 

piece is constructed in ABA' form with some procedures recalling Sonata Form. For 

instance, there are two main themes presented in section A and repeated (in different 

order) in section A', while in the B section there is some sort of motivic 

development. 

In section A, after an introduction (ex. 43), two main themes are found. The 

first, quoting Chopin's Etude Op. 25, no. 6 (exs. 30-31), is gradually transformed, 

becoming an accompaniment figure with chords superimposed. In this new version, 

the theme is fragmented and interpolated with two secondary themes, the first based 



on parallel sevenths, the second (ex. 44) is an atonal virtuosic passage. 

Example 43. Vento Noroeste. section A: introduction (p. I) 

•=69 

Itt)~. tt. ~ -- !: ~ ~ ~ ~ # ;- # ~: ~ • ~~ q ~ It -
' ) *1' • ~'-3.-/ ~ p 

,.,.. 
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- •· tt• m pp nten. 

Example 44. Vento Noroeste. section A: secondary theme (p. 4) 

poco ra/1 

At this point the piece's second main theme appears. This new idea is very 

lyrical, contrasting with the brilliant and agitated previous theme. It has a slower 

tempo (sixteenth notes replace thirty-seconds) and its intervalic content is based 

mostly on consonances creating a more stable atmosphere. The passage has a clear 
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tonal center in A minor. This new theme is repeated nine times; each repetition adds 

notes that expand it, recalling clearly Minimalist devices (ex. 45). 
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Example 45. Vento Noroeste, section A: final shape of second theme after gradual expansion (p. 6) 

j., ~I - .- ~ . ;-1 .:1 

' 
. . 

~~ • • • 

< 

.. ... !: • .,. ~ • .,. ~ • .,. f!: • .,. !: • .,. a tempo rail. 

( : 

::::; ~ 'fW. ~-.. dim. acce/er. 

After this final statement, a codetta-like passage recalls the two main themes 

of the A section. this time interpolated with a new theme (ex. 46). 

Example 46. Vento Noroeste, section A: codetta (pp. 6-7) 

gliss ~--~ bll#. b1 bq. 
•=oo .. 3 3 

( ~ 
'~ - .,. 
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~ , ~f', ~r, ~r ~ 

... !tl: 
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.= 
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As noted above. this new theme is derived from Chopin's Prelude Op. 28 no. 

5 (exs. 32-33). It has a prominent role in section B. opening and closing it. 

Elements recalling the development section of Sonata Form are found here through 

the fragmentation of some motives (ex. 42). as well as the expansion of another (ex. 

47). 
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Example 47. Vento Noroeste, section B: virtuosic secondary theme expanded (p. 9) 

gva ---
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As already remarked, the composer does not seem to attempt to write strictly 

in Sonata form, not hesitating to introduce new themes within the B section 

(exs. 35 and 37). This section closes with a final statement of its opening theme 

(ex. 48). 

Example 48. Vento Noroeste, section B, closing statement of third main theme, and beginning of 

section A' with recapitulation of second main theme (pag. 12) 

1\ I 
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In section A' there are also new motives introduced (ex. 41), but the 

recurrence of the introduction and the two main themes of section A provide a strong 



feeling of recapitulation. The order of appearance is inverted, and each motive is 

presented in expanded form. What could be called a coda starts with an almost 

literal repetition of the introduction. Following that, the two main themes are 

restated, the first expanded and with its pitch material now forming half-steps, 

resembling more Chopin's model; the second motive is restated in a very 
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compressed fashion, its glissando leading to a fmal appearance of first theme, closing 

the piece in a quiet manner. 

In spite of the use of so many quotations from famous works of the standard 

repertory, Gilberto Mendes avoids the effect of a potpourri in this piece, thus 

demonstrating his achieved compositional mastery. These quotations assume an 

almost metalinguistical effect, Vento Noroeste seeming to the listener to be a piano 

piece discussing the standard piano repertory. Once more, Mendes is attempting to 

reconcile the tonal and atonal universes, through a work saturated with 

expressiveness. 

Vento Noroeste, seen as the summit of a long process of experimentation 

starting with the Preliidios of 1949, would not fit well in either the Nationalistic or 

Dodecaphonic schools that so much delineated Brazilian musical thought in this 

century. It is this freedom in combining apparently incompatible resthetics, of which 

this work is the most eloquent example, that best describes the unique contribution of 

Gilberto Mendes. 

b. II neige ... de nouveau! ( 1985) 

II neige ... de nouveau! (II neige ... once more!) is the first piece resulting from 

the interaction between Mendes and pianist Jose Eduardo Martins. The work was 

included in an album, edited by Martins, commemorating the centenary of Brazilian 
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composer Henrique Oswald. In this work some common traits of Mendes' music, 

more specifically musical quotation and repetition, are exploited to a new level. The 

composition is based on Oswald's most famous piano miniature, II Neige .... !, a piece 

that had won, in 1902, a contest held by the Parisian newspaper ••Le Figaro." 

The work's most characteristic feature is the use of intensive repetition. In 

fact, II neige ... de nouveau! is the first of Mendes' piano works to use Minimalist 

technique. This is particularly clear in the piece's outer sections- the work has a 

ternary formal scheme. Thus, in section A, the main theme - which is made up of 

the pitch material present in the first measure of Oswald's piece- is presented in 

seven blocks that are repeated in different ratios (exs. 49-50 ). 

Ex. 49. Henrique Oswald, II neige! .... (rnm. I-3) 
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Ex. 50. ll neige ... de nouveau! (m. l) 
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Each new block in this section is slightly longer than the previous one, and by 

the end of the final block the piece arrives at its first climax (ex. 51). 

Ex. 51. ll neige ... de nouveau! (m. 7) 
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Section B (ex. 52) is dramatic in character and is based on a fragment of 

Oswald's original theme (which has in itself a repetitive character). 



Ex. 52. ll neige ... de nouveau! (m. 8) 
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The last section of the piece is shorter and reinstates the initial theme. 

although in the major mode (ex. 53) 

Ex. 53. ll neige ... de nouveau! (m. 13) 
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A short coda consists of the repetition of the first notes of the piece. which 

are rhythmically reminescent of Chopin's Prelude Op. 28 no. 24 (exs. 54-55) 
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Ex. 54. Frederic Chopin, Prelude Op. 28 no. 24 (mm. I-3) 

Allegro appassionato 
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Ex. 55. ll neige ... de nouveau! (mm. 18-20) 
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c. Urn Estudo? Eisler e We bern Caminham nos Mares do Sui... ( 1989) 106 

Urn Estudo? Eilserand Webem Carninham nos Mares do sui... (An Etude? 

Eilser and Webem walking together by the South Seas) is another piece 

commissioned by Jose Eduardo Martins; this time, to be included in a concert 

consisting of etudes presented by the pianist in Potsdam, Germany. The composer 

•oo-rnis is another piece that does not have bar lines, each accidental is valid only for one 
note. In referring to particular passages in it, this analysis provides page numbers. 
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recalled the work • s genesis in a later article: 

0 pianista Jose Eduardo Martins me pediu para compor urn estudo. 
'"Urn estudoT repeti. aborrecido .... Eu nao ia compor urn estudo 

coisa nenhuma! Mas Jose Eduardo nao desiste facil. ... E quando menos 
esperava. Ia vinha ele a me pedir o tal estudo ... para tocar em Potsdam. 
Alemanha Oriental (naquele tempo!) .... 
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Urn dia contra-ataquei. S6 se fosse urn anti-estudo. algo bern facil. 
com notas de valor igual. andante. . . . Nao abri mao. no entanto. de deixar a 
coisa vaga. no proprio tftulo. e imaginei: "Eisler e Webem caminham nos 
mares do sul...'' 107 

The final result- a study of evenness and rhythmic control -has. 

notwithstanding its unusual texture. some of the most characteristic traits of Mendes • 

style. For instance, repetition is present through the extreme uniformity of note 

values (ex. 56). 

Ex. 56. Um Estudo? Eisler e Webem Caminham nos Mares do Sui... (p. l) 

legato sempre 
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Ascending melodic lines are another typical feature of Mendes', and in Um 

107 
.. PianistJose Eduardo Martins asked me to compose an etude. 'An etude?' I asked, 

bored .... I was not going to compose any etude! But Jose Eduardo does not give up easily. 
. . . When I least expected, he would come, asking for that etude ... which he needed to 
play in Potsdam, East Germany (in those days!) ... One day, I counter-attacked: I was 
going to compose something like an anti-etude, something very easy, with notes of same 
rhythmic value, slow .... I, however, left the commitment vague, even in its title: 'Eisler 
and Webern walking together by the South Seas ... '"Gilberta Mendes, .. Urn Estudo? Eisler e 
Webem Carninham nos Mares do Sul," Analise Musical 3 (October 1990): 115. 
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Estudo, that trend is categorically asserted in the many soaring melodic sequences in 

which, for the first time, the composer uses the highest .. c" of the piano. 

Musical quotation is introduced three times in the piece: the first time, in 

homage to Hanns Eisler ( 1898-1962), Mendes quotes sixteen notes from the song 

Vom Sprengen des Gartens, transposed one fourth above the original, and its rhythm 

changed to the characteristic quarter notes (exs. 57-58). 

Ex. 57. Hanns Eisler. Vom Sprengen des Gartens (mm. 32-35) 
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Ex. 58. Um Estudo? Eislere Webem Caminham nos Mares do Sui... (pp. 3-4) 

8--, 
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The next citation follows immediately: in a passage of nine notes. Mendes 

arppegiates three chords present in Anton Webern's Variationefiir Klavier Op. 27. 

The first chord belong to the third movement of Webem's set (exs. 59-60), 

Ex. 59. Um Escudo? Eisler e Webem Caminham nos Mares do Sui... (pag. 4) 

f.f 
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Ex. 60. Anton Webem, Variationefiir KlavierOp. 27, third movement (m. 62) 
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while the next two chords are taken from the first movement (ex. 61). 

Ex. 61. Anton Webem, Variationefiir Klavier Op. 27, first movement (m.m. 16-17) 
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An additional allusion to We bern is found in the first notes of the piece, 

which begins with a series of notes that are followed by their retrograde (ex. 56). 
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In the coda, the composer adapted a transitional phrase of a piano arrangrnent 

of the song Blue Hawaii by Leo Robin ( 1895-1984) and Ralph Rainger ( 1901-

1942), which was the theme of a 1937 Paramount musical entitled Waikiki Wedding 

(ex. 62). 
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Ex. 62. Um Estudo? Eisler e Webem Caminham nos Mares do Sui ... (pag. 4) 
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The other melodic material of the piece is taken from a chamber ensemble 

work by Mendes entitled Ulisses in Copacabana surfando com James Joyce e 

Dorothy Lamour.108 This self-reference. combined with the already cited homage to 

icons of his private mythology- Eisler. Webem. Hollywood musicals- confer the 

piece with the autobiographical quality that is. as previously mentioned, a common 

trend in many of his mature works. Another important mature mark of Um Estudo? 

is its tonal/atonal ambiguity. a characteristic that the composer has described as a 

Tentativa ... de urna nova linguagem musical pianfstica. . . . Eisler e 
Webem reconciliados numa identifica~ao dos universes atonal e tonal .... 
[A] pe~a e uma sfntese da rninha propria tentativa de reconcilia~ao desses 
dois universes sonoros. 109 

d. estudo ex-tudo eis tudo pois ( 1997) 

The latest piece dedicated to Jose Eduardo Martins. estudo ex-tudo eis tudo 

1osne composer has remarked on the similarity between Um Estudo? - with its 
continuum flux of notes- with the last (unpunctuated) chapter of Joyce's Ulysses. 
Interview with the composer, December 1997. 

109"Search ... for a new pianistic-musical language .... Eilser and Webem are 
reconciled through the identification of the two musical universes: tonal and atonal .... 
[The] piece is a summary of my own attempt to reconcile these two universes." Mendes, 
Uma Odisseia Musical, 21 I -2 I 2. 
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pois, 110 is also Mendes' most recent work for piano. Written in memoriam of the 

Portuguese composer Jorge Peixinho (1940-1995), the composition is in some 

aspects a more conventional etude than Um Estudo?, although it retains many 

characteristics of Mendes' mature style, especially the "attempt to reconcile the tonal 

and atonal sonorous universes," which in this work is embodied by the composer 

himself (the tonal aspect) and Peixinho (the atonal feature). 

The structure of the piece itself is clearly defined by that attempt. In some 

ways it resembles a chaconne in which the harmonic structure is defined by chords 

reminescent of popular music (Mendes) in dialogue with fast atonal figurations 

written in the angular style characteristic of the Portuguese composer (exs. 63-64). 

Ex. 63. esrudo ex-tudo eis tudo pois tonal theme (mm. 3-6) 
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110 The word play of the title. based on the word etude, cannot be translated into English. 
The literal translation is, loosely, "etude, ex-all, that is all." 
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Ex. 64. esrudo ex-rudo eis rudo pois atonal passage work (m. 13) 

-

There are essentially three sections (ABC)in estudo all of them based on the 

chord succession presented in the introduction of the piece (ex. 67). In the first 

section, Peixinho-like figurations alternate in a dialogue with the Mendesian chords 

(ex. 68). This section is the longest of the piece (totaling eight pages) and could be 

consider the etude proper, with its fast passage work that includes challenging scales 

in thirds. 

After an extensive cadenza (pag. 6), the B section starts, in the manner of a 

unpretentious waltz (ex. 65) that gradually evolves into a more serious mood, due to 

the use of dotted rhythms and quadruple rather than triple meter. 
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Ex. 65. escudo ex-tudo eis tudo pois, section B: waltz (mm. 28-31) 
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Thus, the waltz is transformed into a funeral march, which is written in a 

texture that resembles the introduction to Liszt's Funerailles (this being the only 

quotation to appear in estudo). The repetitive bass, however, gives this segment of 

the piece its typical Mendesian character (exs. 66-67) 

Ex. 66. Franz Liszt Funerailles (mm. 24-26) 
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Ex. 67. estudo ex-udo eis tudo pois section B: funeral march (mm. 48-50) 

solene 

sen::a pedal 

After a long fermata. the C section begins. This seems like a coda. in which 

elements of the piece's previous sections recur in the original order. The piece 

finishes with a characteristic rising melodic line (ex. 68). 

Ex. 68. estudo ex-wdo eis tudo pois (mm. 85-87) 
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This work (which can be linked to the classical convention of tombeaux) is 

also Mendes' most programmatic piano piece, an unusual turn in his usually non

discursive style. If this is a circumstancial characteristic or the beginning of a new 

I 



resthetic trend. the answer may only be found in the succeeding works by the 

composer. Even though he has achieved musical maturity, Mendes capacity to 

surprise his listeners is in constant- even if in a more subtle way- expansion. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

CONCLUSION 

A. RECEPTION AMONG CONTEMPORARIES 

107 

As already mentioned, most of the early piano pieces by Gilberta Mendes 

were not premiered until the eighties, when pianist Jose Eduardo Martins presented 

them in a recital during the Festival Musica Nova. As a result, there is limited 

information regarding the impression that they made at the time they were being 

composed. Those rare testimonies come from people that had heard them either in 

private or in little-publicized recitals. 111 The earliest comments regarding these 

pieces were made by pianist Anna Stella Schick, to whom the composer showed 

some ofthem112 around 1954. According to him, 

A pianista Anna Stella Schic, primeira musicista a quem levei minha musica 
para uma aprecia~ao, urn palpite encorajador, desaprovou solenemente (ela 
era comunista, por essa epoca) o meu decadentismo cosmoRolita; saf de sua 
casa com a sensa~ao de ter sido reprovado com nota zero. 1 3 

The first newspaper critique to comment on the composer's music is from 

1960: an anonymous article, reviewing a concert by Olivier Toni's Orquestra de 

Camara de Sao Paulo, in which Mendes' Ricercare was performed. The review 

lllThe fact that the composer does not play fluently the piano -never playing those 
pieces in public - would contribute to their obscurity. 

112Among them, some early Pe~as para Piano and Sonatina Mozartiana. Mendes, 
interview by author. 

113"Pianist Anna Stella Schic was the first musician to whom I showed my pieces 
expecting an evaluation, an encouraging comment. Instead, she solemnly disapproved (she 
was communist on those days) my decadent cosmopolitanism. I left her house with the 
impression of having failed an exam, with a zero grade." Mendes, Uma Odisseia Musical, 
53. 
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foreshadows the polemic reception that his works would receive in the following 

years. The critic remarked: 

Por que o autor buscou esta forma tao extemporanea. e diffcil en tender. E 
por que nao a escreveu como urn Ricercare tfpico ... ? E outro misterio. Em 
todo caso. nao com preen demos nada do ''Ricercare". 114 

In that same year. Mendes' piano music received its first newspaper critique. 

written by Willy Correa de Oliveira in A Tribuna. 115 Oliveira. however. limited 

himself to give a brief description of the works (Prellidios I. 2. and 4; and Pe~a para 

Piano no 14) performed in a recital. After that review, many years would have to 

pass before Mendes • piano pieces received any attention in the press. 116 Therefore. 

the only composition related to that instrument to receive critiques from this period 

was Blirium C-9. a work presented in Sao Paulo's Teatro Municipal. in a concert 

sponsored by the Vill Bienal Intemacional de Sao Paulo. Blirium C-9 was 

responsible. in many aspects, for the association of Mendes' name with the most 

polemic avant-garde music composed in Brazil during the sixties; the work is. 

possibly. his most reviewed composition. A critique by Lufs Ellmerich reflects the 

impact that his avant-garde output would have among conservative circles: 

Gilberta Mendes, com seu "Blirium C-9" pretende "por meios 
instrumentais atingir uma complexidade sonora que aproxime sua musica ... 
de sons normal mente chamados ruidos". Os tres "solistas", Pedrinho Mattar 
(piano). Paulo Herculano (cravo) e Emesto de Luca (percussao), comecraram 
a divertir-se eles proprios. e nao ao publico que pagou 5.000 pela poltrona, 
tocando cada urn. os trechos mais extravagantes e sem qualquer elo de 

114"Why the composer chose to write in such old-fashioned form is difficult to 
understand. And then, why he did not write it properly? ... It is yet another mystery. In any 
case. we did not understand anything of that Ricercare." "Orquestra de Camara de Sao 
Paulo" A Gazeta (Sao Paulo). 22 September 1960. 

115Willy Correa de Oliveira. "Gilberta Mendes. Compositor Santista. em Vanas Pec;as," A 
Tribuna (Santos). 02 November 1960. 

116Due, mainly, to the already discussed absence of works in that genre between 1962 and 
1982. 
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liga~ao ... , nao faltando, pon!m, alusoes sonoras a Marcha Turca de Mozart, 
a uma valsa de Chopin, ... etc. Parte do publico, ... colaborou 
eficientemente; uns batendo as poltronas, outros assobiando. . . . E verdade 
que havia tambem pessoas que acharam muita gra~a ... , enquanto outros, 
... terao chorado pelo dinheiro gasto .... 

Concluindo: Festival? pode ser. Musica? quase nenhuma. 
Vanguarda? de que? 117 

Another work from the Blirium series -A-9- received a similar reception 

in the III Festival de Musica de America y Espana, held in Madrid in 1970. 

According to Jose Maria Franco, 

z.Que decir de las obras? Poca cosa. Los autores explayan en el programa 
sus prop6sitos ... pero en Ia audici6n lo unico que se percibe es su 
apartamiento de lo que basta ahora hemos entendido por musica- armonia 
de los sonidos que proporcionam al espfritu un deleite. 118 

However, it was in that same festival that Blirium received some of its first 

positive reviews. For Tomas Marco, in that work, ''Mendes logra con singular 

habilidad integrar a los interpretes en la labor creadora, pero queda como responsable 

117"Gilberto Mendes attempts in Blirium C-9 'to achieve, through instrumental media a 
sonorous complexity that makes his music closer ... to sounds normally called noise.' 
Pedrinho Mattar (piano), Paulo Herculano (harpsichord), and Emesto de Luca (percussion), 
soloists in Blirium, amused themselves- and not the public that had paid 5,000 for a seat 
- playing, each one, the most disconnected and bizarre fragments of music, including 
quotations of Mozart's Turkish March, a Chopin waltz, ... etc. Part of the audience, ... 
collaborated efficiently: some jumping on their seats, others whistling .... It is true that 
some people had fun ... , while others, must have wept for their wasted money .... 
Concluding: was this event a Festival? Perhaps. Was it music? Almost nothing. Was it 
avant-garde? Of what?" Luis Ellmerich, '"Vale Tudo' no Municipal," Dicirio de Siio Paulo, 
18 November 1965. 

118"What can we say about those works? Not much. Their authors have explained them 
in the program ... but in hearing them, the only thing that one can perceive is that they are 
far apart from what up to now we had considered music- the harmony of sounds that give 
to the soul some delight." Jose Maria Franco, "El ill Festival de Musica de America y 
Espana," Ya (Madrid), 04 November 1970. 
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del proceso en sf, que es realmente interesante.'' 119 

Also in Brazil. positive reviews started gradually to balance the negative 

ones. By 1969, in commenting on a work presented in the I Festival de Musica das 

Americas, Eurico Nogueira Fran~a remarked: 

Ouviu-se uma pequena obra denunciadora do real talento do brasileiro 
Gilberta Mendes, escrita para dois grupos instrumentais, cuja polifonia tern 
rendimento convincente. Sente-se o pulso de musico. Faz Gilberta Mendes. 
em outros exemplos. musica aleat6ria. da mais avan~ada. 120 

Similarly. in 1974 Edino Krieger would consider Blirium C-9, "a mais 

bern sucedida das composi~oes aleat6rias produzidas no Brazil.'' 121During the early 

seventies, Mendes' music started to be performed often in international events. As a 

result, the first comments on his solo piano works can be found, curiously. in a 

critique by Elbio Rodriguez. on a recital given by Uruguaian pianist Elida Gencarelli 

in 1978. In reviewing Mendes' Pe~as para Piano 14-16, the critic remarked: 

El uso desprejuiciado de elementos populares dentro de una estructura 
aparentemente simple pero colmada de sutilezas, muestra a Mendes en uno 
de sus momentos brillantes, en el que la firmeza conceptual y el acierto 

119"Mendes achieves with a singular dexterity, the integration of the performers in the 
creative process, remaining, however, the responsible for that process itself, which is really 
interesting. Tomas Marco, ''III Festival de Musica de America y Espaiia: Gran Concierto de 
Alcides Lanza con el grupo Alea," Arriba (Madrid), 4 November 1970. 

120"A little work by Gilberta Mendes, demonstrated the real talent ofthis Brazilian 
composer. In that piece, written for two instrumental groups, the polyphonic texture has a 
convincing character; one can feel the pulse of a musician behind it. In other works, 
Gilberta Mendes writes aleatory music, of the most advanced kind." Eurico Nogueira 
Fran~a. "Festival encerra com Vanguarda," Correio da Manhii (Rio de Janeiro}, 30 March 
1969, Segundo Cademo, p. 2. 

121The most successfully conceived aleatory composition written in Brazil. Edina 
Krieger, "Musica Brasileira para UNESCO Ouvir." lorna[ do Brasil (Rio de Janeiro), 23 
July 1974, Caderno B, p. 2. 



creador se conjugan para abrir un camino proprio, tan alejado del 
nacionalismo romantico como el de la vanguardia europea. 122 
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However, in that period, the composer's name in Brazil was still associated 

with avant-garde. From 1974 onwards, several critics commented their shock, or 

admiration to Santos Football Music, probably the most experimental work by the 

composer. An article from Enio Squeff describes well the traditional environment in 

which this work was premiered. According to the author: 

Na verdade, uma serie de tradi~oes foram quebradas na noite do concerto. 
Pela primeira vez em muitos anos foi permitida a entrada de jovens sem 
gravata no Municipal ... depois de muitos protestos ... a dire~ao do 
Municipal abriu OS camarotes a parte do publico que nao teve acesso as 
galerias, aos balcoes e a plateia, totalmente lotados. 123 

The reactions to the work varied. For Caldeira Filho, "tudo nao passou de 

uma brincadeira sem espfrito, sem gosto, sem sentido, e sem musica nehuma." 12~ On 

the other hand, according to Jose Miguel Wisnik: 

Ao contnirio, portanto, daqueles que afirmam que nao se trata de 
musica, esta claro que nao falta nada para se-lo, desde que se tenha ouvidos 
para as polifonias de sons e significados .... 125 

122"'The use, without prejudices, of popular elements inside an apparently simple structure 
- that is nevertheless full of subtleties - shows Mendes in one of his brilliant moments, in 
which conceptual rigor and creativity are combined to reveal an original manner, so 
distanced from Romantic nationalism as it is from European avant-garde." Elbio Rodriguez, 
"Elida Gencarelli: Acierto Total," El Pais (Montevideo), 28 June 1978. 

123"Indeed, many traditions were broken in the evening of the concert. For the first time 
in many years, young people were allowed to enter the Municipal [theater] without wearing 
ties ... after many protests ... the direction of the Municipal opened the balcony to the 
people that did not find seats in the audience, in which every seat was taken." Enio Squeff, 
••Per;a sinfOnica quebra tradi~ao," 0 Estado de Sao Paulo, 24 July 1974. 

124·•rt was nothing more than a bad-taste joke, without reason, and without any music." 
Caldeira Filho, .. Ginastera e futebol no Teatro Municipal," 0 Estado de Sao Paulo, 26 July 
1974. 

125"Contrary to those that think that this is not music, it is clear that it does not lack any of 
the requirements to being it, if one has ears to hear its polyphony of sounds and 
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In 1983, Ronalda Miranda would write a balanced critique on the piece. For 

A cada execu~ao do Santos Football Music a polemica ... chama a aten~ao 
para uma atitude dificilmente aceita ou compreendida: a de que o compositor 
pode se permitir rever os conceitos tradicionais da pe~a de concerto. . . . E 
nao se trata de falta de talento ou capacidade para escrever academicamente 
. . . . Trata-se sim, de uma questao de op~ao de linguagem, de coloca~ao 
estetica. Gilberta Mendes, ... e musico serio e competente. . . . Seu trabalho 
merece uma atitude de respeito, o que nao significa necessariamente 
concordar com as suas ideias. 126 

Indeed, Mendes' music was so closely identified with avant-garde, that his 

return to instrumental music in the eighties, would constitute yet another shock: by 

that time, nobody ''remembered" that he could write in the traditional forms. 

During the last decade, Mendes is enjoying increasing recognition as the 

leading independent composer in Brazil. According to young composer Livia 

Tragtenberg, Gilberta Mendes 

E uma exce~ao em rela~ao ao grupo Musica Nova ... urn musico 
independente, aberto, e parece capaz de manter urn diruogo mais fecundo 
com a nova gera~ao de compositores, mais influenciada por Pink Floyd e 
Frank Zappa do que por Stockhausen eo serialismo. 127 

meanings .... " Jose Miguel Wisnik, "Santos Futebol Musica," Ultima Hora (Sao Paulo}, 30 
July 1974. 

126"At each performance of Samos Football Music a polemic ... calls the attention to an 
attitude not very well accepted or understood: that the composer can allow himself to review 
the traditional concepts involving "concert pieces." ... Indeed, it is not lack of talent or 
ability to write in an academic way .... Rather, it is a question of choice of musical 
language, of resthetic posture. Gilberta Mendes, ... is a serious and competent 
musician. . . . His work deserves respect, what does not mean, however, that one has to 
agree with is ideas." Ronalda Miranda, "Uma questao de op~ao de linguagem," Jomal do 
Brasil (Rio de Janeiro), 09 October 1983. 

127"Is an exception among the group Mtisica Nova ... an open and independent musician, 
who seems able to dialogue with this new generation, who is more influenced by Pink Floyd 
and Frank Zappa, than by Stockhausen and Serialism." Livia Tragtenberg, ''As propostas 
ficaram no papel," Folha de Siio Paulo, 26 June 1988. 
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This re-evaluation of Mendes' music can be better asserted in comparing the 

articles written on the composer by Vasco Mariz- one of the deans of Brazilian 

musicology- in two editions of his Hist6ria da Miisica no Brasil. In 1981, the 

author dedicated two pages of his book to the composer, in which he remarked: "Seu 

principal titulo para entrar na hist6ria da musica brasileira e de ter sido pioneiro em 

nosso pais da musica aleat6ria .... " 128 In Mariz' latest edition of the book, Mendes 

career is discussed in five pages and, besides the initial remarks quoted above, the 

musicologist does not hesitate to affirm: 

0 compositor vern escrevendo obras em estilo e com titulos pouco ortodoxos, 
que, apesar de tudo, nao deixam de despertar muito interesse gra~as as 
qualidades criadoras do autor, sempre na crista da vanguarda musical 
b "l . 129 ras1 erra .... 

In fact, in recent years, a different imbalance started to occur in the critiques 

of Mendes' music: now, the majority of them are limited to praise the composer, 

without reflecting more deeply on his resthetic intentions and in the subsequent 

results of those. The composer himself, seems to be aware of this trend. According 

to him: 

Quando se chega aos setenta anos e a uma posi~ao defmida como compositor, 
tudo o que a gente faz passa a interessar. Quando jovens e desconhecidos, 
podemos levar a maior obra-prima a urn interprete, que ele nem se dignara a 
olha-la .... Na minha idade e posi~ao, tenho que cuidar muito do que 

128"His main title to enter in the history of Brazilian music is that he was a pioneer of 
aleatory music .... " Vasco Mariz, Hist6ria da Miisica no Brasil, Co1ecrao Retratos do 
Brasil, vol. 150 (Rio de Janeiro:Civi1izacrao Brasi1eira, 1981 ), 314-5. 

129"The composer has been writing works with unorthodox titles and style, which, 
however, are very interesting, thanks to his creativity, always in the avant-garde ofBrazi1ian 
music .... " Vasco Mariz, Hist6ria da Mzisica no Brasil, 4th. rev. ed., 407-11. 
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al . , d 130 apresento, porque qu quer porcana que compuser sera toea a. 

This lucidity concerning his own position in Brazilian music is another 

characteristic that sets Gilberte Mendes apart from many of his contemporary fellow 

composers. 

B. MENDES' PLACE AND STATURE IN BRAZILIAN CONTEMPORARY MUSIC 

It is a difficult task to evaluate the stature and importance of a living 

composer, especially - as in the case of Gilberte Mendes - when this artist does 

not have direct followers or disciples. At this point of the century however, it 

appears clear that Mendes occupies a special place in Brazilian music, due to the 

uniqueness of his style and his complete independence from the prevalent music 

<esthetics. To be sure, the polemic between nationalists and internationalists is an 

issue that does not concern most of Brazilian living composers anymore. In the last 

decades, the country witnessed the emergence of many independent composers who 

form such an extensive list that their names could not be included here. Mendes 

became known as a composer exactly at that time, and has been considered for many 

years, just "another" independent composer, whose name was, perhaps, more 

connected with experimentalism than most. 

However, as already noticed, Mendes original experiments occurred many 

130"When one arrives at a well-defmed position as a composer in the age of seventy years, 
anything that he writes is considered interesting. When young and unknown, we can take a 
masterwork to a performer, and he will not even look at it . . . In my age. I have to be very 
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years before he pioneered in the fields of chance, musique concrete, et cetera, in the 

exact moment when ideological discussion took over resthetic issues in Brazilian 

music. Indeed, one is tempted to say that his music is unique well beyond his avant-

garde period. 

Throughout this study of selected piano pieces, Mendes' resthetic 

independence has been highlighted, even since his first experiences in musical 

composition. His use of prevalent non-directional repetition in pieces as early as the 

second Prelitdio sets him apart from the dodecaphonic composers of the period -

who aimed at rhythmic and melodic non-periodicity as one of their main goals -

and nationalists - who used repetition as a tool for building up tension - alike. 

Furthermore, as already seen, even Mendes' attempts at incorporating 

musical folklore- that ocurred thanks to the composer's link with the Communist 

Party in his formative years - did not prevent him from creating some interesting 

works such as the Sonatina Mozartiana. 131 The use of musical quotation is, without 

doubt, the truly unique aspect of Mendes' style: as discussed previously, the frequent 

use of that tool, sets him apart from practically every major Brazilian composer of 

this century. Furthermore, if quotation began to be used due to immediate needs, its 

continued practice stands out as an ardent statement of respect and admiration for his 

fellow composers (from present and past alike), notwithstanding the poignant humor 

careful with the music that r compose, since any trifle that r write will be performed." 
Mendes, Uma Odisseia Musical. 216. 

131Although that effort, as alr~ady noticed, did not convince his party camaradas. 
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present in some of the works ofhis experimental period.132 The key for his use of 

musical quotation (or paronomasia) can be found in the following statement, given 

by Mendes when discussing the reason for being a composer: 

Muitas vezes, em entrevistas, ja me perguntaram por que componho. 
Dei muitas respostas, ... conforme o momenta da pergunta Mas hoje em 
dia, ... tenho absoluta certeza do motive pelo qual componho. E para poder 
merecer ouvir os grandes mestres, Machaut, Landini, Palestrina, Banchieri, 
Bach, Mozart, Stravinsky, Webem ... Debussy ... Schubert, Scarlatti ... 
Schumann ... 

Merecer para estar entre esses artistas admiraveis, mesmo como o 
ultimo dos musicistas. Tenho a esquisita convic9ao de ~ue e precise merecer, 
para se ter direito a ouvir esses mestres extraordinarios. 3 

In many aspects, that reverence, and the public statement of it in many of his 

works is the most remarkable trait of the musical style of Gilberta Mendes, a unique 

composer in the Brazilian musical panorama. 

132In fact, during the sixties and seventies this respect for the musical past was missed by 
the majority of Mendes' critics. Mendes was considered by many to be a nee-dadaist, a term 
not af.plicable to his music, which never denied tradition, only aimed at expanding it. 

13 '"In many interviews I have been asked the reason why I compose. I have given 
many answers, ... according to each particular moment. But nowadays, ... I am 
sure that there is one main reason for being a composer. It is to deserve to listen to 
the music of the great masters: Machaut, Landini, Palestrina, Banchieri, Bach, 
Mozart, Stravinsky, Webem ... Debussy ... Schubert, Scarlatti ... Schumann ... To 
deserve to be among these admirable artists, even as the least of all musicians. I 
have the strange conviction that one needs to deserve, in order to hear these 
extraordinary masters." Mendes, Uma Odisseia Musical, 59-60. 
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